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Reagan Wants Budget Cut
WASHINGTON (UPI)
Presic;ient Reagan, insisting his tax
proposals will affect rich and poor
alike, will propose $49.4 billion in
budget cuts over two years when he
addresses the nation Wednesday
night, highly placed sources s:lld
Tuesday night.
The sources told United Press
International Reagan's proposals.
will include $41.4 billion in budget
cuts for the fiscal year 1982 that
starts next Oct. 1, along with $8
billion for the current fiscal year.
Reagan will make other
proposals for 1982 that will bring
nis total proposed federar savingsror that year to $49.1 billion, the
sources said. These include $7.7
billion in increased federal user fees
and reductions in miscellaneous
"offbudget" outlays.
The day preceding Reagan's

speech was dominated by talk of makes for an awful lot of waste
tax cuts, however, rather than along the line," said O'Neill.
budget cuts. There was confusion
According to sources, Reagan's
as to who his tax cut plan would proposed budget reductions for
affect.
'
fiscal 1982 will be even harder than
Reagan said Tuesday his tax cuts usual to accomplish because the
will affect rich and poor equally. bulk of them - about $36 billion
But that was disputed by Treasury - will require separate legislation
officials, who said the tax cuts were in addition to the normal apnever intended to be applied equally propriations process.
For instance, separate legislation
to the highest and lowest tax
brackets.
would be needed to change certain
Reagan will lay down a challenge federal entitlement programs to
to Congress in his speech that is block grants, to place a cap on
likely to produce political battles Medicaid payments or to change
far into the summer and falL . . . eligibility for certainprograms.
- House-speaker Thomas O'Nem-- Reagan also-is-expecteato poinC
said Congress will not give Reagan out that his budget would slow the
everything he wants anc;l that the growth in federal spending from tlte
Democratic-controlled House will nearly 16 percent this year to about
not move as quickly as Reagan 6 percent in 1982 and an averilge of
wants.
about 8 percent per year for the
"Legislation made in haste next five years.

Helinet La-w Before Legislature
SANTA FE - Operators of all
motorized, two-wheeled vehicles
wiU be required to wear protective
headgear if a bill now in the
legislature passes.
"It's not a question of just
protecting an individual, but a
matter· that affects the family,
others involved in an accident and
medical personnel," said Rep.
Judith Pratt, a co-sponsor of the
bill.
"Some .motorcyclists spend three
to six months in a hospital before
they die," she said. uAnd there are
vegetables up at Las Vegas that ilre
costing taxpayers money.''
Medical treatment of motorcycle
injuries has cost an estimated $15
million since the law was revised in
1977 to require only persons under
18 years ()f age. to wear helmets,
said Dr. Lawrence Berger, assistant
professor of pediatrics atthe UNM
medical schooL
Comparing deaths of riders with
and without helmets, Berger said
that in 1976 fifteen of 23 motor~
cyclists who died were wearing a
helmet at the time of the accident
but in 1980 only thirteen of 67
riders Who died wore helmets.
"This means that if you run into

a cement truck you're still going to cases helmets increase danger to
get killed. But the increase (ifi riders by obstructing vision and, in
fatalities) is directly related to lack hot summers, developing 130.
degree temperatures inside the
of a helmet," Berger said.
·
Berget, who will testify in favor helmet.
"Many
times
when
I
go
to
Santa
of the bill before the House
Transportation Committee next Fe, for example, I'll wear a helmet
Tuesday, has worked in the past on the road,... he said, "but as soon
with the National Highway Traffic as I'm in city ttaffic I pull over and
Safety Administration (NHTSA). take it off so I can see what's going
The federal agency advocates on around me. 11
Miera added that there is inhelmet laws and once forced states
to adopt such laws by threatening creasing evidence that many neck
withdrawal of federal highway injuries are actually caused by
helmets.
funds.
Many motorcyclists are upset by
A new twist to· the law, compared
the bill, and do not want to be told to simililr past laws, is the inclusion
to wear helmets.
of low-powered, motor-driven
"Everything ~nds up at. the cycles.
·
NHTSAt'' said Rick Miera, who
Jim O'Lear)', manager of JJ
has lobbied in New Mexico against Moped, which sells many of the
mandatory helmet laws since 1973.
small cycles, said Tuesday that
"What really angers me is the passage of the law "would cause
way they manipulate the statistics,'' loss ofsales.
he said, pointing out that death
rates do
not consistently
"The hassle (of a helmet) would
correspond to whether a state has make them not buy. It's one more
helmet Jaw.
thing they are told to do."
''We recommend helmets pretty
''They ignore the fact that most
accidents involve new riders or are strongly and we are safety~oriented.
the fault of other motorists,'' he But there is a big difference between being safety-oriented and
said.
Miera also said that in many making a requirement."

Dentist Added. to Medical Staff
Of UNM's Student Health Center
Judy Gianm!Uino

While going to the dentist is not
many .students' favorite way to pass
the time, the UNM Student Health
Center makes finding one less
painful.
~

A dentist has been added to the
staff of the Student Health Center
on a part•time basis, said Dr. Olga
Eaton, director.
Every MondaY from 1 p.m. to 4
p.m., Or. Robert Oherardi is
available for consullation with
students who have problems or just
general questions abOut their teeth.
Oherardl, a 1976 graduate from
the University of Oregon's Dental
School, said he mainly offers a
screening program for students.
"l see students who maybe have
Mt been to a: dentist for two or
three years and wonder if they need

tare or not/' he said.
IJue to a .lack of equipment,
Gherardi said it is impossible for
him to give treatment for major
problems.
"If l find that something major
is wrong, t refer the student to a
dentist in town, or if they want,
make an appointment at my intown office."

them to the Universityis dental
progtam on North Campus.
"And many students want
second opifiions on whether or not
to getbraces or bridges," he said.
''I do whatever 1 can without the
use of X~rays or other equipment,"
he said.

Although harmless looking. the split·ieaved philodendron, a com·
mon houseplant, is poisonous and amcmg the leading causes of
accidentalpoisonings in children. (Photo by Helen GaussoinJ
·

Common Houseplants
Source of Mishaps
Tamara ~trick
For most people, houseplants
bring a room to life. When ingested
by a small child, though, some of
these plants can be poison.
Plants are the most common
source ()f accidental poisonings in
the home, with 1,014 cases reported
in New Mexico in 1980, according
to Ptofessot William Troutman,
director of the New Mexico Poison,
Drug Information and Medical
Crisis Center at UNM.
The number of plant poisonings
is almost twice that of poisonirtgs

Mexican Author
To Teach at UNM
Debra Juarez

A noted MeXican author will
He said he can not do fillings but become a permanent faculty
he can handle some emergency member of the Modern and
Gherardi shares an oftice with treatment.
Classical Languages Oepartmemt
Dr. G. Mark Yarborough at 3900
''Up to a certain extent, J can fix beginning ill the fallsemester.
Eubank N.E.
broken teeth at the center or put in
Gustavo Sainz will Join the
He said that many students ate a temporary filling,''hesaid,
departntent and teach one course
taking advantage of his services.
Gherardi, an Albuquerque on Latin American women writers
''We're usually boo~ed up for
and another on ct:mtemporary
the three hours l am at the center," native, donates .his Monday af· Mexican literature:, department
ternoons to the center. His services
hesaid. ·
·arc free to students carrying six or spokesman Joan Lefkoff.said,
Sainz is the author bf several
Gherardi said he usuany sees one more credit h()llrS, Eaton said.
books. His most recent, Jaula de
student every 15 minutes.
"A -lot of students just need
'the center is situated on the main Palabrus, is an anthlllogy of short
cleaning," he said.
campus between Johnson Gym and stories by contemporary Mexican
writers; Lefkofhaid.
ht that case, he said he refers Mesa Vista Hall.

front aspirin products, the second
most commo.n source of accidefital
poisonings.
Pots of asparagus fern, Enslish
ivy and philodendron may look
harmless enough but are actually
some of the most toxic indoor
plants. If the sap, berries, seeds or
leaves are eaten, the effects may"
range from nausea, vomiting,
diarrhea and severe stomach
cramps to depression, extremefear, .
even hallucinations.
In househ()Jds with small
childreit 1 adults should know or
find out the types of plants in the
house, yard or neighborhood 1
troutman said. Older children
should be told the dangers ofeating
plants and should be shown the
toxic ones. Fot very young
children, plants should sirttply he
kept out oft each.
the first thing to do .if a child has
ingested a toxic plant is call the
poison center (843-2551 or 1·800·
432"6866} for instructions. Usually
treatment will begin with a simple
glass of water. Sometimes vomiting
must be induced immediately with
syrup of ipecac; available at any
pharmacy for about$1.
Troutman stressed the imw
.porta nee of keeping syrup ipecac
on hand, along with the poison
CX!ntet phone number•. Most .ac·
cidental poisoningS, he .said 1 can be
treated at home as long as the basic
medicines - like ipecac - are
readily available and the poison
center Is contacted at the first
s.Ymptonts.
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Campus Briefs
Laser Colloquiums Set
The Department of Physics and Astronomy will sponsor two
colloquiums Thursday and Friday, both in room 184 of the Physics
and Astronomy Building, 8.00 ¥ale, Blvd. N.E.
Laser Tests of General Retalivl'ty is the title of the first lecture to
be given Ell 3:30p.m. Thursday. The speaker wJI! be Carroll Alley of
the University of Maryland.
There will be refreshments and coffee at 3 p.m. in the lobby.
The second lecture is entitled Laser-Induced Chemistry and will be
given by Reed J. Jensen from the Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratories. His lecture is scheduled a,t 4 p.m. Friday.
There will be refreshments and coffee at 3:30p,m. in the lobby.

Public Awareness Goal
Of Prison Symposium
A symposium on prison reform is scheduled at the Kiva
Auditorium on UNM campus Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
·.The symposium is sponsored by Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de A<,tlan and its objective is to increase public awareness of la,ws
and the prison system at the Sta,tePenitentiary near Santa Fe.
Two topi~s ~i.U b~ discussed each ~ay b~ four to five panelists.
The pub he IS tnvited, and there Will be time for .questions. There is
no cost forthesymposium.
·
· On Thursday~ frotn 12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m:, a p&nel will dfscl.tss
the New Mexico state prison, From 2:30 to 4:30 the topic will be
sentencing laws.
. On Friday .from .noon until2 p.m., Problems of Recidivism is the
utlc of the d1sc~ss1on and from 2 p.m. until 4 p.m. the panel will
debate Wome!ltll the Penitentiary.
.on Saturda,y, from 12:30 p.m. unitl2:30 p.m., the panel's topic
will be Impact on Families and Victims Of Inmates, and from 2:30
p.m. to 4:30p.m. Juvenile Justice and Alternative Programs.

Polluted Wells Concern Officials
Robert Sanchez.
Two city water wells were shut
down recently when it was found
they contained contaminants, said
Paul Nola,nd of the Water Resource
Department in Albuquerque.
Noland said that individuals with
private wells in the South Valley
reported their water tasted bad and
asked for it to be tested.
The United States Geological
Survey investigated and in
November reported the wells
contained two or three con·
tamina,nts.
The wells Were immediately shut
down.
Bill Bennett, Environmental
Improvement Divi$ion District
Supervisor, said investigatioos are
still proceeding but city officials a,re
not sure how long the con·

tamination of the water has been
going OJJ, but when they found out
about it "they took prompt action."
Noland said that the contaminants were in minute quan·
tities. For example, the water
contained 11 parts per biJlion of
one chemical and seven parts per
billion of another chemical.
He said that the chemicals are not
on the water Priority Pollutant List
but that city officials thought it
sa fest to shut the wells down and
try to clean them up,
"We will not provide polluted
water to people," Noland said.
Bennett said that tlte water is
mixed with water from other city
wells so "there was substantial
dilution."
Nobody was hurt directly as a

Career W qrkshops Offered
Judy GianneiUno

Planning, The Why's a,nd How's;
Job Search, Selling When the
UNM's Career Services Center is Product is You; The Resume, The
offering four workshops to help Art .of Condensing Your Life
students plan careers or search for a His tory In to Two Pages; and
j<J_b.
Interviewing, The Art of Eutting it
George Sandoval, director, said All Together.
Along with career advisors,
the workshops focus on problems
said, a Career Resource
Sandoval
students have in choosing a career,
Library
with information on
writing resumes and actual in,
careers, job markets and job search
terviewing.
skills is available.
Each workshop is offered 12
The Career Center is situated in
times during the semester, Sandoval the south wing of Mesa Vista Hall,
said. All sessions are to be held in Those interested in the workshops
2131 Mesa Vista Hall.
·
may call the Career Services Center
The workshops are: Career at 277·2531.

r~ult of ~he contamina,tion, he
sa,1d, but 1f anybody is harmed
becaljse of tlw contamination, the
symptoms probably will not show
up for several years, l-Ie said that
this is because the chemic<~ls a,re
carcinogens, or cancer causing
substances, and have a latency
period.

Nolan said they lmve enough
other water wells to make up for the
loss of water. The city presently has
89 wells, and 24 are planned for
construction in the next six years.
He said the city does not know
how the wells Were polluted, but he
said it was a possibility that the
wells were near an old waste dump
site and some chemicals leaked
through the soil and contaminated
the welis.

N~;!~d ~aid. localized problem,"
Dan Vigil, Environmental
Supervisor, said that in the 1940's
and 1950's, people were Jess
concerned about dumping.
''Conceivably there can be
problems a,t old dump sites," he
said.
Bennett said families with private
wells in the area where the contamination occurred are aware of
the problem. He said that the families can buy
bottled water.
Noland said the city will trY to
clean up the wells so they can be
.operational again within safe
standards. He said, however, that it
is a matter of economics.
"It might be cheaper to build a
new well than try to clean up an old
one," he added.

Editorial
Sta~dards

Should Be High

UNM is stuck firmly between ·1'1 rock and a hard
place in the matter of admission requireml;!nts. As the
state's largest publicly financed institution, UNM has a
certain obligation to be as accessible as possible to as
many students as possible. At the same time, it must
maintain standards of academic quality if a degree
from this university is to be .recognized as a measure of
academic achievement.
Central to the university's dilemma is the fact that
many !;Jraduates of New Mexico high schools are
simply not prepared for post-secondary a.cademic
curricula, In too many instances their skills in reading,
writing and mathematics are not sufficient to meet
what used to be the demands and expectations of
high school work, rnuch Jess colfege·levelwork.
The key to the problem may well be the change for
the worse in highschool graduation requirements. For
many reasons it is no longer necessary to be as well
educated as in the past to receive a high school
diploma.
Much of the deterioration In academic quality .in
high schools is a result of pressures to develop more
extensive vocational training programs. This was a
good Idea initially, and the need forsuch programs is
cannot be disputed. But the plan has backfired
because there has been no distinction made between
a high-school diploma earned in a college preparatory
curriculum and a vocational training program.
Universities should take the lead in making that
important distinction. Decisions on whether a

prospective student Would be admitted to academic
programs could be made on the basis of the student's
high school transcript in addition to achievement test
scores. Students without adequate academic
preparation should not be allowed to enter any
academic program. Deviation from such a policy is a
grave disservice to all students.
But no one should be denied the opportunity to
obtain such preparation, and in New Mexico it is
becoming increasingly obvious that universiti(ls will
have to compensate for the inadequacies of the state's
high school programs. Compensatory programs, such
as UN M's remedial skills program, have become
necessary. They should not, however, be made
available on simple dem<!nd. Some indication of a
student's potential by means of achievement test
scores should be required, and minimal requirements
should be substantially higher than an indication of
someone's ability to write his own name.
While no one should ever be denied educational
opportunities, it is one of this society's gross injustices
that so much emphasis is made on a need for
academic achieVement. So much prestige is
wrongfully assigned to possession of a degree that
social class distinctions are as strong as ever.
There is nothing demeaning in a career choice that
'does not require scholarly endeavors. On the other
side of the coin, however, nobody benefits from
academic programs Wh0$e scholarShip has been
diluted to accomodate everyone.
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There was a time. when I watched television almost
constantly. You might say it was a way of life. Then I
.moved away from relative opulence at home and into
staik poverty. One of the things I decided I could do
without was the luxury of a television. My radio and
newspaper .could give me the day-to-day information I
needed.
My reading to.ok the place .of television shows, and
it was a relief not to- have a dozen or so absurd
commercial jingles rattling through my head when the
lectures got boring in class. !didn't know what I was
missing!
I found out what it was like to watch TV again the
other day, My God, whatever happened to movie
ratings - 'TV ratings? These TV shows were battering
me over the head with blatant sex, obtuse humor, and
worse yet, the commercials had passed some
boundary and were no longer absurd - they had
reached the point of being insulting_.
My opportunity to enter the lifestyle of the TV
viewer came when I visited with a. couple for long
enough to get a very good idea of what their life is like.
My stay with these people pointed out some big
contrasts between the lives of watchers and non·
watchers. J couldn't quite belie\ie how much of their
lives were geared by that obnoxious box.
Typical couple? I be.lieve they were. They went to
the major shopping center (as advertised on TV) to
purchase their clothing. They went to the most often

advertised store for their groceries. They bought
everything by the most popular brand names. Cost
was really no object, although they often complained
of their wrecked budget.
I was. amazed by mealtimes at their house. They
were perfectly timed so that food was. prepared during
the news, which nobody watched (too depressing),
and eaten during the first of the evening shows (kiddie
hour). If by chancp there was a "good show"
scheduled, dinner was planned to be enjoyed
simultaneously with this baraga of gook. from 'TV. All
plans were madewith the utmost sincerity;
·· I couldn't help but notice the food. It was so dif·
ferent from what I was used to.
While staying with them, I learned once more how
to eat cereal with sugar as the second ingredient.
Surreptitious peeks in the trash told me most of my
meals came out of boxes.
They were not .unhappy with the quality of food
they ate. Frozen vegetables were a treat over canned
ones. Except for salad, I never once saw fresh
vegetables. And their choice for televised evening
• entertainment was equally without the crisp quality I
missed in my meals. Pre-prepared food for the mind;
more thought put into ease of preparation and serving
than quality.
l think I'll stick to my fresh 1/egetables, thank you.
And please, iftheystart putting commercials in books,
1think I'll turn to collecting old books.
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''Pi. ck·.·M:e·Ups''
STIMULANT CAPSULES

Ephedrine
Ephedrine

Caffeine
lH ,Purine-2,6,dionc, :l,7 -dlhydro, l,8,7·trimethy!,; Theine

1,3,7·Trimethylxanthine [58-08-2] CsH10N40z(194.19); monohy-

drate (5743-12-4) (212.21).

For the structural formula, see page 405.
Preparation-Caffeine may be prepared from tea or coffee by
boiling with \ilaterin the pre$ence of lime or magnesium oxide, which
serves to precipitate the tannins and some of the coloring matter.
After filtrntion, the crude caffeine that separates is recrystalli1.ed from
hot water after treatment with decolorizing charcoal. A source ofthe
eommercial supply is tea dust or sweepings; increasing quantities of
caffeine are now obtained us a by-product in the manufacture of
"decuffeinized coffee," It is also produced by methylat.iou of theobromine (partial synthesis) and by total synthesis from urea or dimethylur~a by variations of'l'raube's classic process (Ber 33: 3052,
1900). The essential steps of a synthesis of theophylline 11nd caffeine
from urea are shown below:

NH,
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CH,NH
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I
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I
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C=O
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Caffeine

.

'Theophylline

Description---White po?'dcr. or white, glistening needles, usually
matted; t>durless and has a b1tter taste; st•lutions arc JleUtral to litmus· the
hydrate is efflorescent in air and fuses all its moistur.e at 80 9 ; when ~en
dered anhydrous hy drying, melts between 235" and 2!17.5".
Solubility-1 g of hydwus caffeine dissolves in about 50 ml water 6
ml water at so•, 75 ml alcohol, about 25 ml alcuhol aL60" abuut6 !n1
chloroft>rm, and 600 ml ether. Being a w~ak base, caffeine d:1cs not form
stable salts, a'!d even its sa~t.~ of strong adds, such as the hydn;chloride
ur h~dro!hrom1d~, _are read1ly hydrulyzed hy water. 1'he snlubilily of
caffeme lll water .s mcrea~ed by tbe pre~ence of organic acids or their alkali
salts, e.g., benzoates, sahcylatcs, citmamatcs, or citrates and this is the
reason for tbc use of sevet<ll such preparati1111s.
_Uscs-Caff7in.e is us~d orally as a mild. c(!ntral nert'OUs ,,y.~tem
stimulant to md 111 staymg awake and to restore mental alertness in
fatigued patients.. In combination with ergotamine tartrate it is used
to ahorl uascular headaches such as migraine and duster headaches
(histamine cephalalgia). It is used alone or in combination with analgesics (acetaminophen, aspirin, phenacetin, etc.) for the treatment
of headache; since it has no analgesic activity the validity ofthis use
must remain suspect. It is used in cnmbination with antihistamines
and other sedative agents to overcome the sedative properties ofsuch
drugs; however, effective dosage fur this purpose has not been. adequately established.. It is used parenterally in the form of.' caffeine
and ~odium benzoate for the treatment of respiratory d<'PI'<'-'Hion
ussocmted with ov;rd()sage of central nervous sy~tcm de)lres:;ant drugs
(narc<!tic. analgesiCs, alcohol, etc.). ·.Because of the questimtahle
benefit of such use and its transient action, most ;~uth(ltities believe

This is an informational
advertisement paid for
by Jerry Hecht, owner
of Zia Pharmacal
Source for technical information is

Remington's.
Pharmaoutioal
Sciences 16th Edition 1980, reprinted
by permission to the New Mexico Dai·
ly Lobo.

caffeine and other anal<!ptics should not be u.sed in these conditions
and recommend other supportive therapy. ~'in'llly, caffeine is used
orally either alone or in combination with other drugs (analgesics,
diuretics, etc.) to relieve t<!nsion and .fluid rete11tion associated with
menstruation; ill view of its minimal diuretic action, its usefulness in
this condition is questionable.
Caffeine and citrated ·Caffeine are well absorbed following oral
administration. AbSQrption by the oral route is more rapid than that
after intramuscular injection. Absorption from suppositories following rectal administration is slow and e1-ratic. Following the oral
administration of 100 mg of caffeine (as in coffee), peak plasma levels
of ubout 1.5 to 1.8 ~g/ml are reached after 50 to 75 minutes. Following
oral administration of 250 mg to "caffeine-naivt~" subjects, peak
plasma levels of 4.2 to 26 ~g/ml are reached in a mean time of 60
minutes. It .is rapidly distributed throughout all body tissues, readily
crossing the placenta and blood-brain barrier. Approximately 17%
of the drug is bound to plasina proteins. Plasma half-life is 3 to 4
hours in adults. Plasma half-life in neonates born of woillen given
caffeine prior to delivery has been e~timated to be abou.t SO hours.
The drug is rapidly metabolized by the .liver to 1-methyluric acid,
1-methylxanthine, and 7-methylxanthine. The parent compound
and its metabolites are e"creted primarily by the liver.
Caffeine competitively inhibits phoophadiesterase, the enzyme that
breaks down cyclic 3',5'-adenosine monophosphate {cyclic-AMP).
Increased levels ·of intracellular cyclic-AMP is thought to mediate
most of the pharmacologic actions induced b:v caffeine.
In one double-blind clinical study, oral administrat.ion of250 mg
of caffeine to nine healthy young non-coffee drinkers who had no
coffee, tea, or cola in the previous 3 weeks incteased plasma renin
activity 57%, plasrna norepinephrine 75%, and plasma epinephrine
by 207%; Urinary notmetanephrin.e and metanephrin~ were increased
1\2 and 100%, respectively; mean blood pressure increased 14/10 mm
Hg within one hour; heart rate first decreased and then increased·
and respiratory rate increased. 20%, Whether habitl!al ingestion hn~
similar effects remains to be determined.
Caffeine stimulates all levels of the central nervoussystern. In oral
doses of 1_00 to 200 mg, it stimulates the cerebral cortex producing a
more rap1d and clear llow of thought, wakefulness or arousal in fatigued paHcnts, and improved psychomotor coordination. Its cortical
effects are milder and of shorter duration than thnse of tbeamphetamines. In slightly larger doses, caffeine stimulates medullary vagal,
va~on,totor ami r~spiratory centers, inducing bradycardia, vasoconstnctJpn, and an mcreased respiratory rate,
Ca~tt'ine exerts multiple effects on the heart. It has a positive in·
otrop1c~ffect_on the myocardium and n positive chronotropic effect,
11n the sllloatrlal node, causing a transient increase in heart rate force.
11f contraction, Cl!rdiac output, and work of the heart. In d;ses in
excess of 250m¥, the centrally mediated vagal effects of caffeine may
be masked by mcreased. sinus rates; tachycardia extrasystole-s .or
other ventricular arrhythmias may result.
'
'
qafl'eine constricts the cereh~al blood vessels lmt directly dilates
Jl.er•pheral blood vessels; thus, 1t decreases peripheral vascular resiStance. The effect ol'this decrease in vascular resistance on blood
pressure i.s compens~ted for by increased cardiac output. Thus, the
overall effect of caffeme on heartrale and blood pres:;ure is dependent
on \~helher the cen.tral nervous system or peripheral effects predommate. In most mstances, therapeutic doses of caffeine increase
.
blood ]lressure only slightly.
. _Other pharmacological effects of caffeine include the following: it
Htlmulat~s voluntary skeletal mliscle, increasing the force of muscle
coni r~ctwn ~nd decreasing muscular fatigue; it stimulates parietal
~ells, n~creasmg gastric acid secretion: it induces a mild diuresis by
mc~e?s1ng re~alblood t1ow and glumerular filtrntion rate and decr~asmg prox1mal tubular reahsorption .of sodium and water; and
stimulates glycogenolysis and lii){Jlysis, but the increases in blood
g_lucose and plasma lipids_are usually not significant in normal pa;
t1ents. Hepeat~d u~e of_th1s sU~Jstance may result in the development
of tulerance to 1ts dmret1c, cardiovascular, and central nervous system

ropanIa mine
rochloride
B~nzenemethallol,Propadrine
a~;d~~;:::~H~~tS;~!ill~~f~l:o(:k;~~~::e,
(R •,s•) ., (±).;
(MSD)

[@-llkH,]c•HO

Nlil
\

(±)·Norephedrine hydrochloride [154-41-6] C9Ht3NO.HCI
.
.
.
.
Prepll,ration-By reacting benzaldehyde with nitroethane in 95%
ethanol in the presence of sodium hydroxide to form I.Y-(1-nitroeth·
yl)benzyl alcohol and then reducillff this nitroalcohol to the corre·
spouding aminol'!ompound. A >tteam of hydrogen "chloride passed
into a suitable solution of the base gives the hydrochloride. US Pat.
2,151,517. For an improved industrial process, see US Pat.
3,028,429. .
.
.
(~87.67).

Description---White, crystalline powder having a s)ight aromatic odor;
affected by light; melts between 191 • and 196°; pH (3 in 100 solution)
between 4.2 and 5.5; pK, 1 (0.10) 9.04; pK•2 (0.005) 9.06.
Sqlubility-1 gin 1.1 ml water, 7.4 ml alcohol, 4100 ml chloroform;
insoluble in ether,
Uses-An indirectly acting sympathomimetic with prominent
peripheral adrenergic effects and weak central stimulant actions. The
principal uses of phenylpropanolamine are as a nasal decongestant
in hay fever, for which it may be .given orally or topically, and as a
bronchodilator and bronchial decongestant in asthma. Promotional
claims that systemic (oral) phenylpropanol;~mine has a selective
vasoconstrictor action in the nasopharyngeal and otic regions have
not been substantiated in man; a substantial decongestant action. in
the above areas is accompanied by a hypertensive response, It is
pe'culiar that commercial preparations of phenylpropanolamine hydr.ochloride contain a. mixture of drugs. Under such circumstances,
assessiQent of the true contribution. of pheuylprop!lnolamine to any
therapeutic response is difficult.
The actions, adverse effects, precautions, and drug interactions of
indirect and centrally acting sympathomimetics may be found in the
gerieralstatement. ·
··
· Dose--,Oral, adult, 25 to 50 mg every 3 or 4 hours.
Dosage Forms-Capsules: 25 and 50 mg; Powder; 15 g; Elixir:
20mg/5ml.

•

CGffelne, ~PhenylpropGnoiGmlne Hydrochloride Gnd Epfedrlne are the mGin Ingredients In the 30 legGI stlmuiGnts
cGttled by Zla PhGrmGcGI. The comblnGtlons mGy vary.

•

For further Information Gbout these stlmuiGnts you should
contGc:t your physlciGn ot the New mexico Polson Control
Center.

. Caffeine and nther xanthines may enhance the cardiac inotrop'

d

to mrre.ase 1ts own ?'~tabohsm ~n? th~t of other drugs such as phe·
noh~r!llt.al am~ ?SP!rlll •. The cl~mcal lmpor!ancll .of these drug interactwns remains to be delcrmmed. Caffeme also interferes with
some .laiHJ!ator.y tests. _It pr~duces (alse·positive elevations of serum
urate, a_ shght mcrease m urme levels of Vl!lllllylmandelic acid catechola~lnes, and 5~hydr.oxyindoleacetic a~id. Since high urine' levels
of vandlylmandellc aiad or catecholammes may result in a falsepositive diagnosis of pheochr~mocytoma or neuroblastoma, caffeine
Ill take should be avmded durmg these tests.
Acute toxi.city involving caffeine has only rarely been reported.
Ov~r~osa~e IS us,uall~ ass?ciated wit~ gastrointestinal pain, mild
delmum, 1J?somn111, dm~es1s, dehydration, and fever, More serious
~ymptoms mclude card1ac arrhythmias and convulsions. In adults
mtravenous doses of 57 lllg/kg of body weight and oral doses of IS to
?O gra?'s have beenfatal. J?~ath has occurred .in a child following oral
mgestloll of 3 grams of caffe1lle.
~rolonged, high in~ke of caffeine may )!roduce tolerance, habit·
uatm~, and psychological dependence. Abrupt discontinuation of
the st~m~lant may result in headache, irritation, nervousness, IJn~iety ~
a!l'l d1zzmess.
The in~estion oflarg! alllounts ofc\)mbinations containing aspirin,
phenacetm, and caf[ente has ~een as~ociated with tlnalgesic lle•
phropathy, .characterized by ster1le pyuria, asymptomatic bacteruria·
pyelonephritis, papillary necrosis, interstitial fibrosis and nephritis:
The rol~ of caffein~ in the etiology of this condition has not been
concluswely estabhshed,
Dose-11)(} to 50(1 mg; usual, 2011 mg as necessary.
Dosage Forllls-Capsules: lOOand 250 mg; Capsules, Extended
Helease: 100, 200, and 250 mg; Tablets: 100 and 200 :mg.

@-~-¢-cHJ
'
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H H

(-- ).J!;phedrine [299-42-3] CtoH t,NO (165.23); hemihydrate
[50906 ·05-:Jj (174.241; an alkaloid which may be obtained from specie&
of Ephedra (Family Gnelaceae), but is usually produced synthetically.
Preparation-First obtained by Nagai in 1887 from a Chinese
herb, ma huanl!. ephedrine is structurally ralated to epinephrine.
Ephedrine may be obtained by alkalinizing powdered mahuang with
milk of lime or sodium carbonate solution, and extracting the base
with alcohol or benzene. It is now, however, alm<!stexclusively produced by synthetic methods. The most economic process (Neuberg)
for synthetic prt~duction commences with fermentation <1f a mi.xture
of benzaldehyde and moi<Jsses to form the kctoalcohol,
CfiH,CH(OH)COCH~. which is hydrogenated in a methylamine solution. The keto group ls thereby reduced to -'CHOH- which
condenses with .tht' methylamine.
Description --Unctuous, almost colorless solid, or white crystals or
to light: melts between 33"
being due to differe"ces in
the moisture content. anhydruus CtJhedtine having a lowerplelting point
than the hemihydrate of ephedrine~ its solution is alkaline to litmus: pK.
~ranules: gr~dually decompoJ<es nn exposure
~nd 40°. the ~-ariabiliW in the melting point

9.5.
Ph•en),lp•·op•an~llannillfHydrochloride

effecl~.

eff~cts of !'.e,ta-adrcnergic sti?'ulatlng agents. Tt has also been reporte1

Benzenemethimol, o-[1-(met"ylamino)ethylj-, ill· (R•,S•lJ·
.
OH NHCH,,
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Place

ACAL

2807 San Mateo NE, Albuquerque, N.m. 87110 • (1-505) 884-1209
'1900 CenttGI SE, Albuquerque, N.m. 87106 • <~-505~243-8491)

Solubility-! g in 20 ml water, 0.2 ml alcohol; soluble .in chloroform,
and ether, and moderate!~· and slowly soluble in liquid petrolatum, the
solution in the Iauer becuming turhid if the ephedrine contains mille tha11
ahout I% of water.
Jncompatibilitie~-[)jffets from most alkaloids in being soluble in
water, prududng a solution with a strongly alkaline reaction. lncompatihilities rnay occur because of this alkalinity. Rosin, !'I a{. (JAPhA
Sci r:d .'1/: 71, .19421 have recorded the solubility oft he nnhydruus alkaloid
in light liquid petrulaturn at 20° as 2.2g in 100 ml of solution. The hem·
•hydrate which contains ahout 5% of water was snluhle only to the extent
of 0<84 gin tCKl ml of solution at the same temperature. Holh substances
were nlure ~oluhle at 2fi 0 • ThiSRlrikin~ difference in solubility indicates
the importance of usin~ I he anhydrous variety l'n the preparation of .oil
!'inluti(ms.
After frequent and prulonj(ed exposure In a muist atmosphere., ephedrine may ah.,.rb sufficient m11isture to pre\•enl the preparation of a clear
""lotion in oil dut>l<llheseparation ofdruplels nfwater. Rerause of its
alkalinity, ephedrine is incompatible with t•h/ombularwl rausinj( I hot
"uh~IH!l<"e to decompose with liberatiun of hydr<11>hloric n<id. In an oi.l
snlutinn the ephedrine h)·drorhlnrlde thus formed is insuluble.
Uses-In urdinary doses ephedrine acl~ indirrrtly through release
of norepint'phrine from adrenergic nerves. In hi~ht'r du~es it has '9
direcrsympathumimeHr m::tino. J( penetrates ml'mhra-nPs and into
thl' hrain, and hence has central nervous actions, wh kh. however, are
notas prominent as those of the amphetamines.
Al!huugh ephedrine mainly acts indirectly thwugh fhe release of
norepinephrine, its peripheral effeclq are as thuu~h it jlns~;essed weak
n-agunist.activily. except that it acts ratherstwn~:ly on the trigone
sphincter, and has moderate fJ1· and {J:z-agnnistadivity, except that
its fJ2·activity is limited tn the bronchioles, it.< we11k hyperglycemic
effect resulting mainly from central ,nervous actions. It." u~e~ have
been all of those described in the general statement, except for those
dependent on.a va."odilator action. However, some actions and uses
are more outstanding than others and deserve special mention, 11.11
most important Use has been that as a bronchodilator, for which its
oral efficacy has special advantages: however, albuterol and other
more selective bronchodilators tlireaten to make ephedrine obsolete
in this use. It will continue to be useful in the nollemergency, out'patient treatment of Adams-Stokes syndrome. ft will also probably
continue to be an important drug for the management of urinary
frequency and enure.~i.~, because the vascular a-activity is weak. The
weak Vascular a-activity may actually have some advantages i.n the
support()( blood pressurE!, since the weak vasoconstrictor effects may
result in less ischemic damage than with stronger I.Y·agonists; the
moderate cardiac stimulation is beneficial in shock. The weak
vasoconstrictor effects alst1lend themselves to the ambulatory management of various all~rgic condition.~, ephedrine being safer to use
than stronger a·agnnislq; in allergic emergencies, it is illferior to
epinephrine. As atnpical decongestant itis not widely used, but it
has the advantage of only slight aftercongestion. lt is no longer
prominent among the mydriatic!;. Ephedrine has had all interesting
use in the treatment of myasthenia grac.i.~. in which disea~e it appears
to improve muscular function hy increasing the release. of acetyl·
choline at the .neuwmuscular junction. The only central nervous use
of importance is irl the treatment of rtarcolepsy, in which it is the drug
of choice because of an abuse potential less than that of the amphetamines. However, ephedrine is used. in various drug combinations
with central depressants to counteract sedative effects. AIM, sedatives may he included in ephedrine preparations to antagonize the
central stimulant effects ofcphedrine,
Ephedrine is resistant to monoamine oxidase (MAO! and is thus
orally efficacious. By the oral roLte, its duration of action is 2 to 3
hours. The haff.life is about 6 hours, but When the urine is alkaline
it is longer, and, when acidic, it is shorter. Although it is nota substrate of MAO, it is said that MAO inhibitors may cause a hyperten•
sive crisis in response to otherwise safe dos.es; therefore,. caution is
indicated. Jtor other plltential ad\'erse effects and precautions, see
the general stntement.
As a rule, salts of ephedrine are employ~d instead of th~ frM
base.
O<Jse-Ora/, n.a.~a/ corrge,5tion, 25 to .;o .mg every 3 to .! hours;
corrective for sedath·e effects ·of antihistamines or anticon\·utsants,
10 to 25 mg every 3 to 4 hours; topical, to eye, as ;1 O.l'i: solution,
marketed only In products contaflling other ncti\·e ingredients.
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Need Auto
Insurance?

?lr

at

Fatso's Subs Shop
and
Restaurant
2206 Central S.E 255-3696

'Q\\r.car with the.· I
I . lns:u·re·.5··
C\.umpany ~ 'l:lu can depend
1 O!H'Indl:'n}a~· these great 1
I
• benefits~ .
• U>wdown
I
payments
I
I • Money-saving I
I
deductibles
I
•

•

Affordable pay1
ment plans
• • Co~ntrywi~e
da•m servtce
• Call
·
or visit todayfor

I

a free rate quotation.

•

265-5695
1611 Carli$le Blvd. SE
(Carlisle & Gibson)

I
I

Ttaiian .~hef salad

•

I •

fre~h

green

leti'-!~Ce

hqm, peperon!, ~!llaro!,

roouareHa&
provolone cheese

2.• 6.5

Cheese chef salad
fresh green lettuce
J~ntt>dc.an. Su.-Iss.
monarel!a&
pro\olonl' chl'ese

1
1
I

1.90

1.·.
I

Thous!l.nd lsfand.lialian,
or Blue chN>oe dressing
Breakfast Mon-Fri S-11 a. Ill.

•

Mokerf of Hand Mqcie
·· .Indian lew.,lry

I

Emcst Montoya
The UNM women's basketball
team will behaving nightmares ofa
certain New
Mexico State
Roadrunner for quite sometime.
The player is. Barb Weiner, a 5·
foot-4-inch, spunky-looking guard,
who ran the UNM players ragged
by scoring 22 points to lead NMSU
to a 79-65 victory over UNM
Monday night at University Arena.
Weiner acted as if no one was
guarding her as she would ram into
players - even her teammates and .(ly down the court like a speedy
halfback. One spectator said all she
needed was a helmet.
As for UNM, Coach Doug

Awarded
The re~l\lt~ ''f a r~g:!onal c'Olll·
petition sp,,nsorcd hy the A.~.A.
Gallery is ll<'ll on di!iplaY in the
Sl'B's b•t<en..ent gallery •thr (l\.li:J,h
S~ltuv4~.

Feb. ::!S.
The fi\·c S!i'rtt"· Jurit\.i E.\.'hibilic!n,
the larg<'St ever to take pla~.-e at the
A.S.A. ·Go"d!er~·~ ~ ..,ns.i~U. ·f'f J'i
phN•'£:N\p)lS .:l1o:;rn fr,,m a t ''!t>l ,,f

45~

b~;

frorn /\rj:t.,na ..
ad.1, Te\as •md Nc1~

~,1rtisu::

C><lifNnia,

:\<'1

.'\fe'\).;,,.
Da>id Stel'e!ll'c'n

\\<'ll the first
,,f SHX1 a11d the ''!'·
haw a one· man show

1Ll.NSURANCE COM
.. PANY~.

~· CLIP&SAVE . . .

GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL

U.S. ARMY

VETERANS,
WantA
Part· Time
Job And A
Cash Bonus
Just For
Going To Work?

University of Arizona offe.rs
morethan 40 courses: anthropology, art, bilingual educa·
lion, folk music and folk
dance, history, political sci·
ence., sociology, Spanish lan·
guage and literature and in·
tensive Spanish. Six-week session. June 29·August 7,
1981. Fully accredited graduate and undergraduate pro·
gram. Tuition $330. Room
and .board in Mexican home,

*

You may be. missing
out on the Best
part-time job in

Albuquerque.

SteVe!lson is a graduate smd~nt at

l'N:-.t
\'ahe Guzelimian is the second
p\a.;e 11inner. He receives a SlOO
award and-a-55(} gift- certificate -at- -"Helen· R.C;A. Beach, California," by Dan Peebles is one of-nine
the Framer\'.
award~d works in the ASA Gallery's Juried Exhibit. (Pho.to by
Eight more awards were gi\·ento Cathenne Jones)
·
thdollowingartists: David Arnold,
California; Larry Borgeson, UNM
photography graduate student•
Christopher Burnett, UNM ar~
gtaduate; Dan Peebles, UNM
graduate; James Ware Piits,
Albuquerque; Mike Rainy, UNM
graduate; Scott Ward, California;
and Joel•Peter Witkin, UNM
graduate.
Sprokcr's Committee Prcsenw.tiort.
Unusual pieces on exhibit include Dc:!dline for LIP SERVIC~ is noon th~; dn:Y before ASUNM
One. ois;ht of modern anlrnation and lhree nighu;or
theannouncemerH isto run.
photo etchingS by Caroline Orcutt Subway Stadon· Noondmr En1rrt11lnm~nf - Wed· -o blnckbus1cr v.ill be shown this week bytheASUNM
and photo collages by Larry ne$day, fleb. 18~ from 11 .am. 'o 1 p.m., Film Commtuee.
·~A~·OI,"Uan." Try our delicious SuPwa)' Salldwiches
UegJrit1ing .w~11esdtt)' oigh~ 'lit 8 p.nt., rtlodern
Borge> on.
Anfmatlon 1.\111 mdude works by filmmakers; Howard
and mjo}'lheent~rtilintm:nl.
G!!llery hours are 11 a;m, to 4 lhto_iogr for- Lunch - present<>: Mt. Walter Poll. Dandpwitr. Vera -N"ubaucr. Dl.'rlt1i~- Kennedy and
others.
p.m. Mondays through Fridays.
dire~or, Cn:aliv: Growth Centers-of New Mcx-=o,

lip

~erlliee

tcadmg :a dlSC~$1Qn on Ps)'thosynllurs1,:; A tJitiiJue
Ap_prouh . lhllt_ lnm,p_,fnl1t.S tnnn Splrllua1
Mollt~tJoru

arw:l Entl1iH on Wednesday, Feb. .18,-tll

fioon 10 the Cas;~: AnnC'J~ (acros~ rrorn Ca~adel SQI itt

*

EEO/ AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School

Call 266-5345,
collect for no-obligation
details and appointment.

Robert L Nugent Bldg. 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
(602) 626-4729

(J.S. ARMY RESERVE,
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

!he SUO l]ascmcnl), B:rlngyoutlunch.
Soli! - ;arown ·bag lunch at noon at the Latin

AnlcrkM ~_nstitutc, 801 Yale, on Wcdne!ifayt Feb.
18. 'Kcii)'Liver_motc of Cun:er SeiYkes dist:Ussts how
Career Servkes can help Latin American Sludies
Studen-ts tn job !il"3tch.
Mayor Ut\id-will .speak ttrursttay, Feb. r9j
in Ed1.1ea_tl011 103 from 12:l0 to l :30 p.m. An

Ku-.

Then 1'huJSday, Friday ami: Sqtu!rlay ·nights
~ratner v,, Kramt'f v.ith Oustln Hoffman -and Meryl
S~r_eep wiU be 5hOWCtlk;d. Thh ncDdemy.award
wmmng plelu~ 5hows how two people eM grow
apart whll.e- lr_ying to_~cal wi!h thdr pl!rsonal feeliNgs
and shuabon:5. The dmchcn_n KramuV!;.l(fi.mtris;
l_he child (:tt.ugl~( _i~ the tniddle. Showing ·lhreC nigllts
at 7 p.m., 9:{.5 p.m., 11:3o·p.m.

_Th(_ Student PubtfcadonJ lio•rti will _hold irs
regular me:eHng today. in the Joutnnfism Building
room212allp.m.
•

*

is havilig an
introductorv sale

I .le I'cgu I at pdce
oJ ~14°" is discounted
ill iS week to ~l ;3°0

••••ltu!l>ou O!•m.

•.

This eo•tpott good
Feb. 17 thru Feb.

24,1981

.. t-

After coming close to qualifying
for finals in the one-meter diving
event on Monday, Karli Tjelle and
Amy Williamson slipped to 25th
and"- 28th -place_ respectively __in_
A.LA.W. three-meter event
yesterday.
"1 just wasn't on. I was doing
mediocre diving, and you can't win
with mediocre diving,'' Tjelle said.
In one-meter diving Tjelle fell
from 12th to 19th place in her last
dive.

GSA Word Processor
.
Ser.V t'c e announces:

$Saving$
on theses, dissertations, resumt'S. ·cte.

$more saving $
The optical character reader wav
'Toll I!IJ!l' it,

u•e stom it (llld edit it."

Call GSA for infonnation
277-4159

Has A New Office
On Campus
Latin American Institute
801YaleNE

Phone: 277~2961
Stop by for tea and talk about Peace Cor s
. and ~lsta. ~onday through Thursday fro~
l.00-5.00 (or by appointment).

UNM's golf team will begin play
today in the preotigeous John Bums
Invitational in Honolulu.
The 54-hole event runs from
Wednesday through Friday 011 the
par- 72 Kanohoe Golf Club course
with 15 top teams entered. Last
year the Lobos finished fifth in the
tourney.
"This is one of the top tournaments we play in every year,''
said UNM coach Dwaine Knight.
"If we want to ettdup at the NCAA
in May, it's Important that we make
a good showing in this one."
The Lobo's six•man lineup for
the Burns will have seniors Tommy
Armour Ill and John Fields,
juniors Mike Putman and John
Baumand sophomores Don Hurter
and Torn Byrum.
Hurter, who is from Honolulu,
competed last week as an arnateur
in the Hawaiian Open.

If you're moving within the same tele~plt(>n
exchange or local area, you can reduce
costs by taking all your desk-type and.
wall phones with you when you. go. It's a
matter of tmplugging them, or cut1:ing
Since we won't have to go out to get rne:S~'
phones, we pass a $5 savings ort to yot1. ·
And there's still another good wa.yto
hold down costs if your home has . ·. · .
modular telephone jacks--just pick; UJl
the phones you need at one of our
PhoneCenter Stores. Then you'll .. ·
save $5.60 on the installation of ·
your firstphone and $2 on each
additionalphone you talte ..
home and pluKin· It's well
.worth looking into.
.

@ Mou~~V3•l:• .
.-- -.:·--, ' -

1ues_ents__

&

Tile 21th

llnn1t"rrer~rtlrrl Tout of

AMERICA'S
ROCI('N'

Club Does Well

GoUers in Hawaii

ftnds&\e.

of its f:}N'J'Ill~l~ C.~.'\JUJ
~ "'1
. •

ll' yon ut•c ttot
an•cscnHy one of cnu•
rc~tdai• dbtcr!!ii,
emttedille with
It !Iii and cxtu;ricncc
Oitr full line ittcuu
!liiCr,,cd duUv.
\Vciu•cloca"tcd
jll!l>( ttort.lt o ..

timeout. UNM then worked its way
back into the game, cutting the lead
to 31-27 wit)l I :32 remaining in the
first halL NMSU then scored two
more buckets before the half ended
to take a 35-27 lead into the locker
room.
UNM came out in the second half
to tie the game at 43, but then
Weiner went wild scoring 11 of her
22 points to put the game out of
reach.
The Lobos did manage to get
double-figure scoring out of four
people Jed by Muff Reinert and
L\sa Wedekind, who sank J4points
each. Patty Hovorka had 11 and
Sherri Moore had 10 for UNM,
which now has a record of6-20.
"We had two or three good
spurts, but they were short ones,"
said Hoselton. "We were missing a
tooth; we've been missing. one all
Williamson, who finished 17th in year."
The Lady Lobos will now travel
one·meter diving, hasn't been able
to
Utah to tangle with the leaders of
to practice in two weeks because of
the lnter!llountain Conference
a broken hand.
_ :')he broke it in five places at the Western Division.
New Mexico Invitational \vhen she - 1'he Lobo> will tangle with Utah
on Thursday and Brigham Young
hit the board during a dive.
on
Saturday before traveling to
"It's still a little sore. They put
Fort
Collins, Colo, next Tuesday
three pins in it because it was
game against Colorado State.
for
a
shattered, and the pins should be
The Lobos close out their season on
taken outin a month," she said.
Last year both women competed Feb. 28 at home against Wayland
in National A.I.A.W. diving. Tjelle Baptist.
finished 27th in three-meter diving
and 31st in one-meter while
Williamson .finished 31st in thr.eemeters and. 27th in one-rneter.
The top fi\•e finishers in oneThe UNM Karaie Club took
rneter diving were Janie Serwan seven firsts in the Albuquerque
from the University ofCaliforniaat Goodwill Karate Meet held last
Long Beach, Anne Bowers from the weekend. Twenty four UNM
University of lowa, Michelle students competed with the other 75
Loisau from the University of students .in the meet.
Hawaii, Kelly Jones from Stanford
Kerry Li, who was just promoted
and Michelle Mitchell from the
to.
second. degree blat:k, IJ<:lt, )'{OJl ..._
University of Arizona.
the
black belt form competition
In three-meter diving the top five
even though he had the stomach
were Chris Gentz from the flu, Li is going to Japan this Sept.
University of Minnesota, Michelle to concentrate heavily on university
Mitchell from the UniversitY of and martial arts -study.
Arizona, Janie Serwan from the
University of California at Long
Other winners were Ricardo
Beach, Anne Bowers from the Ferreyros, Mike Heister, Storey
UniversitY of Iowa and Oennise Sorensen, Jim. Perrings and Kathy
Buchheister from the University of Vigil.
Missouri.
Students interested in karate for
· Serwan, a (reohrnan from UCLB,
competition,
defense, or excerdse
was in only her third college meet.
are
welcome
to come to club
"When I came into this meet l
meetings
at
Carlisle
Gyro Monday,
was feeling pretty good and I had
Tueoday, Thursday or Friday from
been diving well, and in the meet I
6to 7 p.m.
dived consistently,'' Serwan said.

Plan

La Posada

a ~16!1(' cash value
with this coupon.
011c coupoil per dit1eL

Hoselton kept his troops in the
locker room for .quite a while after
the ga!lle,
"Maybe it's so many games in
such a short time," said Hoselton,
''but we played a poor basketball '
game.
"Some things came out in the
open, and we discussed some things
they have to work on and some.
things I have to work on," said
Hoselton.
The game started off rough as
both teams turned the ball over
three times each before the first
score.
NMSU raced out to an IS·Siead
before Hoselton screamed for a

Divers Finish AlAW Meet

portunity It'
in a5sociatkm 11ith A.S.A. Gallery.

*

e~OTOWN

Runners Run Over Lobo Women

Wi1lllers
For SJzotl"'

rl.~~ ~'"trJ

• Criterion :

$340.

•§

Sports

Arts

Salad Lunch!

: Call the :
I Sp· ecialists.· •
•••

•
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1. Personals
ACCURATE

lNfORMATION

AIIOUT

oon·

trnceptlon, slctlH~.atiotlo ~bortlon. Right to Choose.
l94-0 11!.
tfll
AAA .JUNII'ER: GAY, lesbian, bisexual support
group. Thursday, FebrtHrr~ <6, Mardl 12, SUD.,
ZJIE,7:3!Jp.m.
2126
CONTACTS?? I'OLISU1NG?1 SOI.UTIONS??
C'uo;ey Optic:tl Company. 265-8846.
tfn
Cl';NJKOH. JOilNNY LU, whcreareyou? Manit a.
2/IS

fl fJID!E, TRACY AN 0 l!vn; Jailhouse Rock doesn't
play nny longer. You cnn now liSten to Frecbirdl
Love; Kringl~. Yotla,SchoznndSunz.
21.18
fin:; SYA Wll.I. hold their regularmonlltly meel!ng
on Wcdoc;day, UlRIRI n1 8:00 p.rn. irt tlte Cbild
Care ('e>-tlp CMesu Vi.>la).
2118
CO·RI\('HEATIONAI •. KOHFIIALJ.,. . ANYONf;
We!CO!liC, WcdtiL"id>\Y 8-.l/:Jll p.m., S~tUI\Juy IIOOn·2.
CMii;lcCiym.
2125
l"l!Et;, f'JUil•;, t'ln:.t;, ()nc hottr free billiards or tabl~
term" with paidadmis;icm to MY Sun<i~y. Monday or
fm-,duy film. For mnrc infonnmlon contrtcl Still
lnl~trmallonC'uunter.
2123
"c;A Y/J,J'~~IliAN YOtl'fiJ. Sc;;in1i1.e Febntnry 18,
M;Hch 4. !Ofi Ciintrd S .E., mont I 14, 7:00 p.• m. 268·
m~

vw

JOH'El f!UtlML'JtS AND Norton~ and Velos,

tloud mtx, h~t two roo many. Garyl.
2/18
M('A'I.·, UAT RIWJ~;W <tarts Fehntary 23. Spon·
""~d h)' Pre·Mcdicnl f'ruf~sli!.!nl Club. For in•
ft•mtution >tor by SUil Dusemcnt 2.4D. (271.-6565),
A ncr hour<, ca\126l\·5774 or 21'16·M>'l8.
2120
r•mtm ('ASH1 su ,J, your cl~s~ rins ot other gold
J~~>elr;. l'l' to $150 paitl. {'ompnrc pric4s. Cull
anylintc, 344-S7W.
2/27
l'ASSPOR1' AND IDF.N'fll'ICA.Tl(lN photos. 3 for
$<JJO!! low.,t rrM' in town! FAst, pleasins. nc:1r
t:NM. Clll Z6~·2444 nr ,,,mp t<l 1711 Girard Ulvd.
tfn
NF.
PRI·;(;NAN('\' TESTING & CClUNSEI.INCl. Phone
~47·'JHJ'I.
lfn
ihl'.l.A CIT\' SI'ECIAl.. One slice of dll~se pill.n
und a dinner sutatl for $J.5tl with thL-i ud.l27 Harvnn!
s.r, ., half hlook wmh of Central. Ad good February
t6tlnnugh l·ebtuary22, 1981l'20
kOiiERT l.YNCII Ai)KS, "Din you know you paid
$l4.Unt•J he nn i\S!INM mcmbL'r1 How do youwroitt
1o1 ··~cml yourmt>ncy?" 277·•H2!1, 266.()981: - 2,'20St'HINGBIU:AK RAF'f lrtp. Sixd;~ys,Marcl!l5·l0,
lli~ !leJ!d Nalimml Pnrk. I'm int'unrmtlon itnd
re•;cr"1tit•n; ~.au J;~ckU'Ncill, 831·1111.
3,·6
Wt: BOT DISTitllltrfORS Ptc<<rlp!iun eycoghm
ir,mtc;. Orecnwicll Village (I eJinl1rt Style~). gold,
rimlc'''• $~4SO, regular $6S.O!I. Pity 1 ~"' Optlduns,
5lK1.7 Mcnau1 Nf:.
lfn
WAn:n MA'Il'I!Jo:SS WA!'ITF.D: King we (6 '71.
Nil p;rtdiC\IH lc;tk;, ~7'-$200, 2~5·%19,
;!/19

2. Lost & Found

addresses, information-very imponant.
l'knsc return 10 l 31 Marron HaD or Louis~ at
Ftonlier Restaurant. No questions. Reward,
2/18
LOST; GOI.n WATCH. R~wru'd. 294'5948,
evenings.
2119
LOS'n URO\VN UANUAG, ASM. 255•7384,

:m-

3305, ask for J<os~:.

2/24

3. Services
2/20

AU'OUNTINGTUTOR. CALL 298·9350.

3/3
RI'Duissuncc lo
Modcnh beginners to u<lvlll•ccd. 265·3315.
Uit
~;N(;L!SII 'fU'l'Olt-\VIUTING problems, any.
J~vcl. SieveFoX.265.S675,
'2/27
EXPERII\NCEJl, COMI'KfENTT\'l'lSTwlth lllM
Selectric. Rcasonablerares. 293·7541.
3110
GUITAI~ L~:SSONS; Al.t styles. MArc's Opi(ar
Studio. 26S·33lS.
lfn
GUITAIU.ESSClNS •. CI.ASSIC'ALI Jaa./Ho,k. CAll
FAST, A('CURATETYI'ING, 265·5203.

CLASSICAl. GUITAit

LK~ONS.

Jim. ~66.6(170.

2125
'fYP.IST. 'tHL(Sf:S, papers,
techni~~l. ~tc. IBM Selectrit;. 299-1355.
7.127
I'ROJ<'ESSIONAJ, TYPIST. 181\f Selectric.
Guaranteed accuracy, reasonable tale~. Judy. 299·
761)1,821·8607.
l/2.1
Qi\ TYPING SERV.ICE; A complete typing and
PHOI'f~~SIONAI.

cdilorial •Y•t<:m. Technical, gmerul, legal. medical.
scholallic. Charts & ~'lblcs. J45·2.l25.
tfn
ROCI( C;t'ITAR J.,f:;SSONS. llasic, heavy metal,
fusion, jna. Beginners to advanced, 265·33 15.
tfn
SAVE TIMf:, MONEY and effort. Quality
cllstomiTiog and rcP~ir on outdoor wear and
<:qtnpment.CuD Doreen Neely. 266·9083.
2!27
T\'l'ING,l'ROfESSJONAL WOUK forth~ stutlent

"'It' ~arcs. 2924360.
T\'!'~'IG,

WO!W

2127
PROCES.~ING,

t<liting, data

pwce1sing, deliver). 268-8 776 ur 265-5483.
5/11
Tllf; L!N,\1 J,AW School Clinical Law Program
<~ffch legal \crvice• fur s;ud~nts- ru1d s;aff, furnisoed
1-y qua lifted l:1w •mdenl~ under faculty supcrvi1ion.
Availability is limil~d to lhQ>C whose n"el> and in·

wmc do tWI exceed c1tnbli•hed guiQclincs. $3.00
r~gi•lr;ttion fee. Cull 271-5265 for in fonnotion und un

appoiNtment,
lrl8
'fAX Rt:TllUNS 11ltEPAlfE1> for ~tudetm and
l!l11pJoy~e•. SW fDr 1040A m!l •ia!IL .r~t!!m <.
r"Wmk' of America, 401 >th St. N .W ., Wcltcnl
BanL242·1602.

4/15

T\'I'ING [IIIMS"LECTRU'J, :ZSS·J3J7,

2121

4. Housing
AU. l!TlJ.ff ms I' AlO. 1 aund I) facilitie,. <;pa•iou'
bedroll!n apartment. W~lk 1\1 UN:..1.

11110

_s1~5.UD.mQntiL~6~4239,cvcning<.
?ll9
t'X(.'U'Sln: ONF ANn t11o bcdmorn, fLtmisheJ.l,
Ulllltic'pniu, ~c~urily, walk to UNM· l'VI, S2n.oo.
$<1.~.00. 843-6352.344-6023.
3/2

ment, "Lake anti Racquet" .. Gibson/San Pedro.
Uakony, pool, gym. On Suntran. (Non;smok<'f),
Ned, 265-4571, l<~p ;rying.
2!Z4
SlJI'ItR SI'ACIOUS SPOTLESS two l>edl1lom
~rorJmenl. Fireplace, nine foot closets, ex~elleni
f\tmiShlngs, Insulate<! for quietness, $3.50 utllilks
pntd. No pels. children, UNM area, 842..()925.
Ifn
SHARE 'IWO .IIEOROOM hou~ siX bla~ks fmtn
lmw School. Yard, pds, SXIO/mottllh 265-l1S2,
evening;.
2118
HIE CITAPEL.SIJl'f.Ril locution ncar UNM &
downtown. llus service eVery ~0 minUICS; 1 bedroom
(>r efllcicncy, from $205. All utilities pai\1. Deluxe
kii'ch~n with dishwasher&, disposal, recreation room,
~wimming pool, TV room & launc;Jry. Adult complex,
no. )>els. 1520 UnivmityN (3. 243·2494.
tfn
TWO BEIH!OOM APARTMENT in four·plex lll"tr
Carlisle nod Candelaria. Carpet, dr~pes, $195. 26:}
Z35S.

212Q

'TWO lll.OCKS f'ROM. \.INM, One bCdroom houle

[$27~.00) and one b~droorn ap~rlrnent ($200,00). Call
!424007.
2/18'
UNM/tvl EFF!Cl.EJIICY. On~ bedroom, apartment,
l!tililiel f"rn1<hcd. No pets. Call 293·1070 llfted:OO

p.m.

2i19

5. ForSale
A GOQil llllY: New twin bed. M~ttrcss, box sprinss.
frame; aU excc.Ucnt condition. Call Jay, Monda.ythru
Fridny, before five. 881-7766.
2120
69 CHRYSLER WAGON. $200.0(). 243-6036 or 268·
229L
2<'19
f'()l~ SALE: CANQE, kayak, bicycle engine, stOrt~&e
;helv~<. Fiat r~pa ir. ~2'5792, 243-(1242.
'2/ I8
!\INGSIZE WATFRII£0, FltAME,Iiner, ~otnpl~I~
Only $'iO.OO, 299.()()11.
2120
1973 MOBILE HOME sel up tn Jlark. 14 x 70: three

hcdrooms. 11nc bath. $9700. 821·3311

uft~r6:00

p.m.
~m

20-30 MPGI ONE uwner,. superb .~ondition, 1974
Amlin Marina. towmilenge. SI30CJJoffer. 277-2600,
261:1-1 J55.
2124
Ml!ST SELL l'ANASO'II(" micro•CU\Settc, two
•.peed recorder. Purchased recently.. E~cellent ..:tlll•
dition, $7~ 00. 277·2g72, K.C'.
2·'~
ASStJMt: 8 3/4 J'Elltt:NT mongpgc. l.ow down ror
lmn1u~ulat~, hVli )·ur old, tll'n·bl'druom. 13t4 butlt,
75 Pl'rtcnl l~ndscnpcd. 1\lc\kUn tiled klld>cn IUid
hn!hronms; two out gnmgo, -wotl<sHIP ll"-~'• lulill~d
In Tu.•Jor Hnn<•h, RH' pusslble. No ~gen!S. 897·3760,
urtcr 1:00 p,m,
2123
fio:NNIS RACKETS. YAMI\HA Y£<0·50: $4~.110,
Head Master: SiO.lMJ, Wil~trn Jn~k KrMtcr: $1~.00.
2714409.
2.'2l
"SEW" IIAIAVl'SMOI'r:ll, $J00 . .!96·l"BS. 2.24
78 RABBIT, UK E new. h~cllcnt mileage. 244·9129.
2519
TH1Rn' PORTADI.I-: TV'S SW50 lll1d up 441
\liyorningNF. 255·59R7,299·J215.
2•26
n.U~'iCOPE: SIX INCH Nl.'W!Oni:ln rct1ccmr,
equnwrial nmunt, ~k1ck dri>e. S150. 821·5195 after
4:30p.m.
21'20
T'irt:Wllll'ERS: JJROTHER f:LI·:t.'TRIC; $JS,
Silwr·Rccd elc.:lric; $$(1, bollr need work. 821·5195
alt~r4:30 p.m.
2/20
T 1,571530 , :z6s.Slli3.
2d7

Hll'!\d): IIEMAI.Rili..~\('K lnbradnr Rouiem. No
t'f;MAU> UOOMI\JATE \\'ANTE!), Share
.~>ll1r, n~ar! cad ami M<>tning<idc,. 255-9'113.
2/23
beautiful, two hedwom hou<e. Willk to Law School.
fiii"",n: JJIKE LOCK in frnm t~f campu< 1'ohcc
$2!J0iJn<>nth. 266-215t,34S.(J484e\cnm!ll.
2:24
<ratum. ("lalrn at 111 Marron Hall.
2/18
UOl'SiiMATE Nlif;tlEil, THitEf; bedroom,
F'(ll'NI): I'AIR Ot' dr,:u~rr kcy1 on Gold, early this
SJ33tmomh including utilili~. 6:ll Adam$ N.l!. 266·
\le~k lilentll'yandclaunatl:liManonflaU.
2d8
0780.
2124
·
_KAC."IJN,• HOl'_'Sf:, n ·VO ·brook• UtNM. Delu•.• "·ANNA lll:Y A l);)od;:ar'!l:\m~ellingmy1961iVW
f'Ot'Sn: Tl!I!QUOISt: JJRAC'EL)';t Ill parking lot
• .,
•
' '
..- Squarebtl<k £or $1000 (mnre or lm). Its a~tually
h\ .i\nlhror<'lt>g~ Iluilding on 2tl2. Corne to 131
fumhlwd one bedroom lwin or double beds. $230,
wonh it. E\erthing works. tbcensine runsve;y 1•ell.
\l~rwnHallt<Hicmiheand daim2120
in dudes militics. 301 Ha!\·ard S.E.
Z/24
There's a_brand new clutch, tllrow-olllliearing, tune•
f'Ol'SD: Ill FOR tli!ford G. Please daim nl 131
ONE IIEmtoOM FCRNISHEIJ fit'lrtrnent on~>-half up, etc. Radial<;, snow~. AnVFm .tadio, (our Speed.
'llammHall.
2119
\11oekftomcampus.89S.0921.
2124
26 mpg pre lune·up mileage, She e>colooks pretty
l O~'T: ORit!II'T 1\L WAI,Urr at ()kies; I i3l, _JtOOMMAn; \VAI"'TEU, TWO bedroom apart-_ good. Call Josh, after six, at 294'7003.
2l20

presents

''ffiodetn Animation''
films by: Howard Do.oelowitz,

Veto. Neubo.uer; Dennis Kennedy
o.nd Othets.

Wednesday 8

FACTORY

Pm

Stud~nts

- jJ.SO

Oth~ts ~ $2.00

6. Employu1ent:

7. Travel

CU'IIM f:llfl'F.RI{ANt:AN, li.\ll.lN<i hp<,"dtli•>nsl
N""dc1l: S!l<>rts lusuu~t<'!s, Ot'tt•'r l'tt'S<llltwl,
Cuunsct,>r<.
l'nl\>(l~.
l'nttil•\'<11). Wothh1i1l~l
Summer. C,Jt~r. :;,,111 $~.9' ph>~ $1 hnmtling l'<•r

('Alt'H A. !lint: by rclltllug. Advcnise your ride in
tJt,:}J}!!IY lUllO.
lfn

i\ppli,·ntil>lt, Opcnins>,

ti\11\1~

w <'HI~o\V\Ithl.

llox (-,{1)9, Sa~r~mrnt11,l'u. 95Hit\l,

8. Miscellaneous

H•l,

2o2S

JHIMI'I·:U S'I'!CKtmS; SA\' wh~l you want! $2·$4,
Nick. 2'18.-19;16.
2118
t'()NSCJt:NTJQIJS SINGLE !'ARENT with two
smu\1 bttYS s!:f:khtll ~thl'l' par\'llts 10 lradebuby~ittins
UL'l;>l'lonnl evenings and weekends. 299-7929.
2/18
('l,EiliC~AL, St\1,1(5 I'OSn'ION w~ek day mor•
nins~. weekends. One half tnlle fmrn UNM. 256·
0000.
2/24
mANS SPRING S!•EC:li\.L. Anoe Klein, Mau.rice
Stmon, DiMe Von Fto·st~:ub¢rg, $24.•95, Indian
'"lions now !>est selection and price~ In
Alhl!q\lCr.q~c. IJ iscount -Bomique, 4406 Menaul N.E.

UISTIUDliTOit.'l NU:OOl 'F()l{ . l~>lHUti~ nctv
pl'l\dll~t.

l'nsy $. Cnll f11r in f<nmn.llon.
::s~-)947.
2-'20
Nl\Ell WOUK/Sl1.'ll\' flud~nl<, ~I-I', 8 p.rn.·
midnight, [ire d!l)'S per w,..,~, Jnqoin; ~'~•~~ Mr.~i'"
Unillll, BuildingScr,ke$ trolll!l70). l'hun~_271·3034.
2<'18
m'~;Jt,'iEASJODS-Sl'MMt:R yc.1r rt>ltn<L l'l!n>IIC,
S. A111crku, t.ustmlla, 1\ sia. All fields. $50tt$ 1200
monthly. Sigh~:;eeing. F~cc 111fo. Wril~: tJ C Jlox .12.·
NMl Cpnllln D~l !\1;1r, CA 92625.
31'1
PART Tll\11:: JOU, gradUi!tC Stl!dcrils only, Afterno,>ns and "'~niugs.l\lust b~ 111>1~ fo warkFridny and
Saturday nigh~<. Must. bo 21 Y•o;ir~ old, Apply itt
t>erson; nl> phone ~ails please. Sa\'eiVny t.iquor
Sture;, at "04l.<JmnsN.E.. 5516Men~ul N.H. 2:/6
Sl1MMER WORKISTVlW jobs with nc\1• ii!udcnt
<>ri~ntution 1"~'1\lam. Condll<t crunpus lm•• s, nssist
n.-.> sttldcnt<, ~nd staff 'l!lfonnution booths.
.lll•rli~ati<•ns d~c Marc.lt 6, P.c~n of Studl'!tl.5 ornrc.

,-lmrniu·foc'u

l\1e<;aVistall~9.2.11·3361,

2!20

KNA!•SACKS, ANI> DUFFLES. Great prices on
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46 lhtet]ection

48 Chooses
52 Exhibit
56 Metric unfi
57 Broker
58 Chase
59 stopper
60 Domicile
61 This:Sp.
62. Jn addition
63 Vestibule
64 Not far off
65 Girl
DOWN
1 Witchcraft
2 Ms. Wharton
3 Nova Scotia
cape
4 UK royal
insignia
5Stick
6 Scent
7Note
8Shortly
9Scorch
·10 Mother: Sp.
11 Weapons
12 Lath
13 Razor strop
21 trust
22 Spread
24 Golf strokes
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Garageman:
Abbr.
5 Engine parts
9 Shatter
14 Seth's dad
15 Mountain:
Pref.
16Monte17 Liquors
18 Same: Pref.
19 Publicist
20 Possessive
21 Object
23 Disease
25 Pronoun
26 Bullring cry
27 Shanks'29 Sixth sense
32loco
3.5 - -Alten~
burg,. Ger.
36 Against
37 Came down
38 Fastener
39 Pace
40 Mariners
41 Follow
42 Stat•ons
43 tnlet
44 iAr. Tunney
45 Prohibit
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UNITED Feature Syndicate
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved

27 Girl's name
28 Skater'S
move
30 Editor's word
31 Seeds
32 Information
33 Winglike
34 Heavens
35 Examine
36 Harmonious:
2 words
38 Stalks
42 Picket

44 Aristocracy
45 Superior
47 Praise
48 - Ana
49 J<ind of lily
50 Tie
51 Utah flowers
52 Lord's wife
53 Ex-Alaska
governor
54 At that time
55 Artifice
59 Friend
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A CONTINUING SERJES OF
COLLEGE NEWSPAPER SUPPLEMENTS

··COMMUNICATI-NG-·
AGuide to Getting Your Message Across

.Colle- Doublespeall:

How To Read Between the Lines
PAGE:;

You CAN MaximizeYour Memory
(And Don't Youfor~et It!)
P:\GE 14

Those Lips,Those Eyes:
What Your fa(e Communi(ates
PAGE4

Winning the Battle
Of the Blue Book
PAGf~
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Life is noisy. From the textbook to the tube, the
world keeps talking at you with a daily overdose of
information. Yet, like a well-ptogrammed computer, you're expected to consume all that raw data and
produce an endless stream of clear responses-in

the form of essays, papers, class discussions, and
amazing feats of multiple-choice memory. To help
you monitor the signals and get your own message
across, we've assembled this six~packof techniques
for effective communication. Drink it in!

The_
Anatomy_of aM~ ••• 4
Your eyes, your ears, your hands. your smile-all send and

receive a constant flow of subtle communications. We

tuned in to a few of the keywords and signals that make this
system run.

How To SayWhatYOu Mean •• 7
For most people, making a speech is unadulterated agony.

If you cringe before crowds or panic in class presentations,

our public speaking tips can help.

YOu Must Remember This•••

Whether you're trying to match a name with a face or
summon up the answers to a tast, good comnrunieation
rnelms retrieving information when you need it. Here.
some memorable ways to keep the facts at your fingerUps.

.. .

·It·.-. ~"'ht'
w~.~~.e
.n.q; •••••••••••••••••<e1/i'-~
lJ\s2J
Sure. tortured all·n igh te rs and disastrous essay exams are
a part ofTheCollegc Experience. Butlisten, go ahead and
check out otir shortcuts for producing peerless prose with
less pain.

1'1"'7.;..,

.

Group Dynamics •••••••••••• 19
WhoevN' invented the committee \Vas no great fan of clear
communication. Here. some valuable advice on how to cut
through the chaos as a leader or a follower.
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It's those simple, everyday encounters-with a parent, a
roommate, a friend, an adviser-that offer the most
room Ior getting your signals crossed. We've cometo your
emotional rescue with tips for handling a host of tricky
personal transactions.
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college students.· Please take the time to let us
know how you like this supplement by returning
the postage-paid card on page 8. And for .tnore
information on Ford's product line, use the card
on page 16.
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The Anatomy of a Message
The Eyes
Have It

ach day~ the mere
tone of your voice
and the look in
your eyes send out signals by which people
judge your motives and
rate your intelligence.
In the face of aU this
pressure, who knows
how many briUiant witticisms go astray between conception and
delivery?
Relax; it's only your
future. To a vast extent, how well you send
and receive such messages determines
whether you'll succeed in school, on
the job, and even in

your personal life.
Help is onthe way;

however. On thefollowing pages you'll
find a variety of techniques for getting the
static out of your communication system.
But first some facts
about thesubtlemixof

words and signs that
makes that system run.

It's said the eyes are the
window of the souL They
may also let others ''read"
our emotions, desires, and
feelings, Even the Lime we
spend looking at others can
denote interest or lack ofit.
According to Julius Fast,
author of Body Language of
Sex, Power, and Aggression,
a glance held for less than
three seconds signals, "You
are another human being. I
recognize you as such." If
one person holds a stranger's glance £or more than
three seconds it means, "1
am interested in you."
All cultures dont use the
same signals, however.
Latin Americans and Middle Easterners have longer
"looking times" than ours;
Asians and Europeans have
shorter ones. North African
Tuaregs search each
other's eyes avidly as they
talk, while the Japanese
pay little attention to eye
contact.

Ever Notice
They Smile
More In
Austin Than
Boston?
- A native Georgian com-

plains that students on hisMidwestern campus <We unfriendly-they never smile
at each other when they
pass. A New Englander
transplanted to a Southern
earn pus wonders whyeveryone grins all the tirne. What's
the trouble? Adifference in
cultural perspective, according to Ray Birdwhistell, one

o! the fit·st psychologists to
study bo(jy language. Amerieans In the Southeast hold
the record for smiling, while
those in the Greut Lakes
region tend to smile the
least. Does this mean that
Southerners are just inherently Iriencllier'! Not necessarily, according to l3irdwbistell. ASoutherner's cul.tutaltlpbrfnging has taught
him tba t a smile denotes
hospitality and good manners, while New Englanders restrainsmilesin public
to show polite reserve~
Southerners who tend to
smile a lot may be viewed
with suspicion and hostility
by their Northern counterparts. ln the South apologizing without smiling may
be seen as insincere behavior, but in other portions of
the country apologizing with
a smile is seen as frivolous.

They
Learn From
Pupils
Some cultures search one
another's eye pupils for nonverbal signals, according to
anthropologist Edward T.
Hall, who has helped train
American diplomats for
overseas service. In the Middle Eastern countries, for
exam)>le, people tend -to
stand about two feet apart
instead of the five feet customary to Americans. This
way they see the size or
each other's pupils, according to Hall, and can use this
as an indicator of how the
other person is responding
to a situation. For example,
a person's pupils tend to
dilate when he's interested
and contract upon hearing
something he dislikes.

For Technical
Writing
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Language Lovers
otn. ed··.ay the··.. d.ea. n. 's C.o·~v. enien. t. to the in..·.~.ersta.,te. Of tlie World, Unite!
welcoming speech ~h~s usually me~ns you re
· Id
h •· ·- - hvmg next to a higb~ay.
"I believe in calling a
maymc u esuc. a use- Country setting. Itmaytake desk a desk, not a_ 'pupil

S

ful caveat. Unt!l then, a halfchour drive to get to
most students will have the closestconvenience store,
to learn the hard way
that it's vital to read between the lines when
perusing information on
apartments, jobs, and
courses. Some common examples of Grade
Acollegedoublespeak...

.

Attention placed on cnhanc~
ing writing skills. Plan on a
Jot of tetmpapers, \~ith extra
emphasis on grammar and
structure.
Department permission only.
Unless you've got contacts
in the school or you are a
Inst-quarter senior, your
chances of getting in are
slim.
Unstructured classes. Count
on a lot of outside work,
with little direction from
the professor.
Required course. If you're
going to have a class with
250 people. this will usually
be it.
A basic introduction. Don't
plan· on spending too much
time on one subject. These
classes arc notorious for
skimming topics.

Adult complex. In a college
town, this usually means no
students ate welcome.
Year-round lease. If you're
not going to be around summer quarter you'll have to
sublet.
Walk to campus. Plan on a
lot of illegal parking and a
big traffic jam on football .
weekends.
Energy-efficient CQDStruction.
This sometimes means that
the shower has little water
pressure and that the thermostats are regulated by
the office.
.. .in job ads!

Need 20 sharp people. Generally, companies that need
20 people at one time are
filling temporary saiesjobs.
Telephone work. These jobs
usually .pay strictly by corn·

Need
Plan on
time on the
.
Convenient student hours.
This means lots of night and
Sunday afternoon work.

·-

I

You are entering a world of
euphemisms and deceptive phrasing.

... in apartment notices:
Spacious two and three bedrooms. Compared to a dorm
room, anything is spacious.
4

.

"Welcome to the
Land of DoublespeaR:'

Top Techniques

For the engineering or
science major, producing
clear and readableabstracts,
lab reports, orprojectpapers
can be a tough chore. The
first stepin creating papers
that earn._ top grades is to
consider the audience-you're
writing for, advises Dr.
James Paradis, an associate professor of technical
communications at the Massachusetts Institute oi Technology. Because so many
project reports written on
thej ob will be seen by managerial as well as professional groups, Paradis tells his
students to .team to write
for both audiences. An ap.
pendix should be included
at the back of the report
outlining the more technical
data: this allows a nontechnicaltone to be maintained
in tlle body of tbetext itself.
After constructing the text
of a report. graphs and charts
should be included to add
validity to study results and
break up the monotony or
written text. Some tips on
how to use them:
• Use tables for precise,
detaHed information: and
graphs when it's necessary
to have a greater visual
impact. Graphs are more
effective Wl!Cn writing for a
nontechnical audience.
• Unless you havemorethan
50 charts in a sequence,
insert them in the body of
the text. For reports with
more than 50 charts, include
a separate section.
• Spend some extra time
thinking about accurate and
complete captions for your
graphs.

t

station.' And I prefer going
to the library instead of to
the 'learning resource center."' So says Professor
William Lutz. head of the
Rutgers University English
department and president
of the National Doublespeak
Committee, a group whose
goal is to wipe out euphe·
misms in our lifetime.
While euphemisms exist
.in business and govern~
ment, Lutz believes that
doublespeak is gaining the
most ground at universities.
"College administrators
use euphemisms to make
the ordinary sound unordinary-that is, fancier,
more important. After all. a
dean sitting in his big
college office bas to think of
some way to justify it all..,
The committee, a branch
of the National Council of
Teachers of English, began
10 years ago at a NCTE
convention. The approximately 50-member group
puts out the Public Double~
speak Newsletter four times
a year and gives annual
Doublespeal< AWards:. Last
vear's winner. the nuclearpower industry, won
because, accordingto Lutz,
it invented a whole new
vocabulary of jargon and
euphemisms during the
Three Mile lsiand incident.
The committee presented
an award for the best e.x~
ample of dooblespeak from a
foreign source. The Winn~r
was General Joao Baptista
Figueiredo, who upon
being elected Brazil's next
president told retxnters, ''I
intend to open this country to
democracy. and anyone
who is against that I will
jail, l will crush.'•

"
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Sucial I.Q.: Catching
Unspoken Clues

IfsociologistDane Archer
had his way, allprofessionalschool entrance exams would
judge applicants not only on
their academic skills but
also on their abilities to detect relationships aJJd
unspoken emotions in the
people around them.
Archer, author .of How to
Expand Your Social Intelligence Quotient (M. Evans,
1980, $5.95) believes that we
all have a potentially good
SI. or the knack of picking
up nonverbal signals but
that we aren't trained to use
this skill. Because the GRE,
MCAT, and LSATdon'ttest
such abilities, he feels that
schools aren't turning out
the best doctors and
lawyers possible.
"Professionals net.>d to be
able to see past mere words
and detect the true
emotions ofthe persons they
are dealing with," Archer
says. For example, a doctor
should be able to sense fear
or nervousness in a patient.
Among college undergrads,. theater majors tend
to score the highest on Sl
tests because they've been
trained to communicate
through nonverbal methods.
Women also score consistently higher. perhaps
because they have usually
been conditioned to pay .
attention to small details.
This is not to say that people
can't piCk up the skills late
in life, Archer notes. "All
we need to do is unshackle
ourselves from strictly ver·
bal communication.

1------------------;
Stop, look, and listen
"You can win friends,
mellow enemies, Mlp loved
ones, and change your own
life through developing your
powers of assertive 1isten·
ing," promise Baxter and
Corinne Geeting in their
book How To Listen Asser;.
lively. TheGeetingstellyou
how to develop such assertive listening techniques as
··rull-color listening," which
stresses taking part in the
conversation'-<fisagreeing or
agreeing, commending or
criticizing-when Maring
someone' s comments rather
than just passively listening to them. (Sovereign
Books, 1978, $2.95).
INSIDER
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WBA!'S
SBAKIIT'?

AnthrQpologists suggest that the custom of shaking
hands got started when a friendly. prehistoric type
stretched out his hand to prove he didn't have a club in it.
SQmchow, this ancient ritual hassurvivedi in business, the
handshake is still a measure of personality and a firm, dry
clasp makes a good first impression. On the other hand,
here's how people tend to read some all-too-commonly
encountered shakes:

• Jackhammer. Hands ate
grasped mechanically and
pumped up and down in a
series of convulsive jerks.
This suggests the person is
mentally rigid, strong·willed,
and inflexible.

• Territorial. The arm is

• Compulsive. This type
never misses a cl1ance to
shake hands-when he arrives, leaves, passes you on
the street. This is a sign of a
strong need for acceptance.
It's popular withpolitidans.

• Limp. The fingers are like
wet spaghetti and the grip is
tentative. This type ofshake
is often linked with insecurity and a negative outlook on
life.

will be covered in the lecture. and then proceeds. to
If you're having trouble take those points one by
taking notes in some of your one," saysSteil. "It's avery
classes, it could be because predictable and easily oryou're hearing the lecture ganized lecture."
but not really listening to it.
Problem cause and effect.
The secret to taking good ''The professor declares lhat
notes. according to Dr. Ly· a problem exists and then
man Steil. a professot in the explains why. The lecture is
rhetoric department at the built around examining the
University of Minnesota, is reasons.''
not only hearing the lecture
content out also list@ing
for the method' the professor uses to present the
lecture. Some of the most
common techniques:
Point system. ';The professor walks into class, announces that three topics

Chronology. "A subject
like a medieval war is selected and then discussed in
the order that it occurred.
This usually makes for very
easy note-taking."
Pktoral. "A visual ex.
ample is given for every
point of the lecture. Some·
times this can really help
when trying to remember
major 'nts later."

Coming Soon
To a Dictionary
Near You

held close to the body, with
elbow bent at a right angle.
This person is cautious and
sticks neither his arm nor
his neck out very far.

Next Lecture, Take

Note of the System

Back in college, horticulture major Mary
Edwards took composition and speech
courses only because they were required~
and she enrolled in creative writing to Jill a
spare slot in .her schedule. Since she
graduated from Michigan State University,
however. the 22-year-old Edwards has
used communications skills heavily, She
started a greenhouse: heiped produce TV
commercials and newspaper ads; and hired
employees and conducted tours for her
family's antique display) petting barn,
doughnut shop, and orchard.
· Wholesalers and suppliers are the most
difficult people to deal with because they
· don't take her seriously as a young business
person, Edwards reports. To skirt iliat
6
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problem she makes sure she knows what
she's talking about and gets to the point
quickly. Research beforehand, she
adv.ises~and talk to a lot of people before
you make decisions.
i'If you are still not taken seriously," she
says, "then you must use the technical
lan~uage of. the wholesalers correctly to get
then• attention."
Edwards now wishes she had taken more
communications classes when she was in
school;. she would have taken Spanish so
she could talk to the migrant workers and a
public-speaking dass so she could give
better tours, Currently, she's studying sign
language so she can conduct tours for deaf
children.

Part of the battle to develop a stt·ong vocabulary
.involves keeping up with all
those scientists, engineers,
and businessmen who are
busily making up new words
to describe recent advances
in their fields. Below arc a
few terms you should
encounter frequently in the
very near future.
l. Gene replication. Until
recently this was rarely
heard outsideofBiology 101.
Yet because of recent decisions by the Supreme
Court outlining the boundaries of such experimentation, you can expect to hear
a lot more of this term in the
next few years.
2. CETI (communication
with extraterrestrial intel·
ligenceJ. This term is al·
ready part of the everyday
language of NASA personnel.
3. Technoterrorists. This
refers to a new generation
of terrorists who are showing signs ofsophistication in
tprgeting vulnerable points
in modern society,
4. Chronobiological diet.
People eager to lose weight
will concentrate not only on
how much they eat or what
they eat but also on exactly
when they eat.

How To Say

What YOu Mean

According to Dr. Robert
Ambler, who teaches a
course for speech-anxious
sttiaents at the University
of Tennessee in Knoxville,
these feelings cause adrenaline to pour into your
body, halting your digestive system and making
yout• heart beat faster.
Meanwhile, your brain tells
you that failure is imminent.
Expert. speakers use a
wide variety of tricks for
keeping. stage fright at
bay, but most still stress
the old advice that a wellprepared speech is ninetenths delivered. Millard
Bennett and John D. Corrigan, authors of Successful Communication and
Effective Speaking (Prentice-Hall; 1976, $10. 95), list
four key ideas to remembet· when preparing a
speech after you've chosen
a topic:
To begin with, ask yourself some basic questions.
Why is this topic important?
What is the putpose of the
talk? Who is the audience?
When and in whatenvironrnent is the talk to be giv·
en? Try to imagine yourself as a member of lhe

audience in order to an~
ticipate Its interests and
attention span.
Next, make a simple outline. Cover only one point
in a five"minute speech
and a maximum of three
main points in a 30-minute
speech. A three•point outline is easy for you to
remember and easy for
your audience to understand.
Thitd, start writing.
Don't worry about grammar, spelling, or organization-just wtite off the
top of your head .. These
ideas Will represent about
so percent of your final
speech, Once you have
your ideas you can start
researching, organizing,
. and cleaning up the lan·
guage.
Finally, anahtze and
clari(y your ideas, then
revise until you find the
most precise words to express those thoughts. Don't
be afraid to erase unimportant or irrelevant ide<ls.
Read your words aloud.
Do they sound like you?
Do your ideas make sense?

How To
Practice ·sounding
Unrehearsed
No matter how well your
speech is constructed, you
can still shoot yourself in
the foot. A poised and natural-sounding presentation
usu<IHY requires practice.
Here's astrategythatmany _
speakers recommend:
• Memorize a short .opening (three or four typewtilten lines} and a conclusion.
To Think Fast,
The memorized opening wHI
Pause First
get you through those initial
"In a question-and-answer
moments at the podium and
will prepare the audience session. you should think
for your subject. A memo· first and ~void pouncing on
rized conclusion will tellyou a question,'' says SusanPerwhen to stop-and can be kins. who has been ques·
plugged in if you forget what tioned by groups from Sacomes next or suddenly run vatmah to Seattle since she
was crowned Miss America
out of things to say.
• Memorize your outline to of 1978.
Perkins, who now works
insure that you will be able
to cover your main points as a representative for sevquickly if your time is cut eral companies, always tries
short or your audience begins topauselongenough to form
to yawn and squirm.
a rough outline in her mind
• Practice the entire speech, and determine if her ideas
using your notes if you have make sense and follow a
to, in frontofatestaudiencc. logical plan.
Talk to friends, roommates,
"Answer the difficult and
or a row of stuffed animals. hoslile questions candidly,"
TJ1C more familiar you are she recommends. •'Keep
with your material, the more your voice in thesaJnelone,
enthusiaslic you will be and speak slowly, and don't get
the less likely you are to embarrassed. Tty to deter·
mine whythe question was
blow Your speech.
asked and what the questioner wants to know. n

Five Ways To
Blow It

Rob Tucket'. a researcher
who writes education programs in speech communi·
cations forToastmasters International. cites these five
common mistakes made by
amateur speakers:.
I. They try to imitate the
style of anothet speaket-.
2. They fail to project a
sense of confidence, using
poor posture,. inappropriate
gestures, and little variety
in pitch, voice, and tone
modulation.
3. They tend to speak down
to the audience, using jargon or technical references
that the listener can't identify with.
4. They don't prepare enough
supporting information to
back up their own statements of fact or opinion.
5. They tend to tack dyttam·
ic opening and closing lines
in their presentations.

Random Notes
For intormal presentations,
a note-card outline offers a
good security blanket that
helps you remember your
main points and keeps you
ft·om sttay.ing offthe topic.
Some tips:
• Mount the cards in a small
ring notebook.. Then you
won't have to wouy about
dropping or flipping the
cards.
• To avoid confusion put
only one statement or Idea
en a card.
• Print in 13!0 letters and
don't use abbreviations un·
less you can remember them.
• Exaggerate punctuation.
use dashes to remind you of
pauses, and underline es·
senti a! pointsinanother color.
• Colored stickers can help
temtnd you to smile. use a
visual aid, or stop bad hab·
its.
INSIDER
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Coming to
Your Vocal Rescue

That telephone voice that
tells you ··your call cannot
b(> completed as dialed" is
probably C'ontrolled by C'Oill·
puter. The same technology
may also r·eproduce vour
favorite albums, preserving the original sounds for
thousands of playbacks.
A computer recording pro·
cess hus been USf~d for the
past fl.'w years to produce
some ofMaBell's messages.
to warn pilofs of potential
problems in their planes.
and to expedite services in
many other industries.
Aceording to a Bt'll Laboratories spokesm;:~n, the
process translates sounds
into electronic impulses that
are stored magnetically in
eomputer memorv as ones
and zeros (binary bits). Lat.
l'r. on cue. the computer
ele('tronieally recreates the . A nwthod of tcaehing dPuf
original sound vibrations.
ehildren to speak mm· mak('
In August 197!1. J't•<·ord it <'asier for Amt•rk'an stu·
('ompaniPs lx•g;musing dig- clt•nts to learn a forpign Ianital fl'('Orcling to cluplieatP guuge without books. vomusical sounds. whit'h tlwv eahulary lists. grammar 1<.•!'·
tlwn transferred to n.><·ord~ sons. and homework
Instt·uetors from the In·
and IapPs. Playback t'quipnwnt is now hl•ing dl'Vl'lnppci slitute of Aural Hehahilita·
to allow the mtdiophile to lion in Tenn('sseP an• using
tl1e Verbo- Tonal ::\lethoci to
tt'<H'h Spunish. Gl'rman. and
I~'J'ench to eollPge students.
This method. develorwd at
ZaJ.O't>b t'nh·<·t·sHy .in 'r'ugoslaviu. has [J(•pn pn•\iously
li:->1('11 dil'l'l'lly to eomputPr
used in tlw rnill•d Stall's to
memm-y. making his l"l'tords
imprnn• tlw lisH.>ning skills
and tapps obsoiPte. l 'sing of t11e !waring-impaired so
this rt'<'OI'ding nwthod, th('!'l' tlwy c·ould ll•arn to speuk.
il' no Pl'i'<'Pptiblt• dislol'tlon
''T(•aehing u deaf {'hild to
heeuus<• the sounds stored
speak is like teaching him a
in eomputttr nwmor~~ m'<' foreign languugt'," savs
not dwnged by tlw i mp<•r·W~1yne Kline. Jangungt> cliil•<·tinns of m:.1gnetic tapP or reetor of the institut<'. ··onlv
r'PCOI'd surfat't's. Computet·
it is much more im·olved. :.
mPmm·y does not wem· out
Both fort'ign-language stufrom rt>pt•att>d playings and
dents und tht• hearinJ:Hmclews not warp ot' ehangP.
pairPcl lNrrn to sppak !lw

He's There
For the Asking

WIJen a recent study compared the impo rt~1nce of
words. tone of voiC'e, and
body and fac•iallanguage in
lnumm communication. results Indicated that 55 percent of meaning is conveyed
through body language, 38
percent through tone of voice.
and only 7 percent through
adual words. In othcrworcls.
wh;.lt you say t•an often matter Jess than how you !'itlY H.

You know you're intelligent, confident, and capable. but yout· body may be
telling the world you're insecure. Women speakers
have special trouble with
negative body language because traditionally feminine
behavior often conveys insecurity to -an audience,- ac:.
cording totheAtlanta speechc·onsulting firm Speakeasy
Inc. Among the firm's suggestions:
Stand balanced on both
feet, keeping them about
six or eight Inches apart.

Good I1itrh, part'. and res-

onance can make your spoken words more dvnumi('
und impressive. Pltdishould
he low. according to voice
teacher and speech consultant Do1•othy Darnoff. "The
body is sound-sensitive ..and
it is the lowe!' voiee that
strokes thl' body," she savs.
High-pitched voices can 'often be irritating Hnd laeklng
in c.~uthority.
same way babies do-they
Helax<Jtion is an imporhear sounds that mateh tant factor in piteh controL
visual situations. and then Speeeh pathologists suggest
they repeat the sounds. Stu- dwc•kingyour piteh level bv
dt•nts never see written sa~·ing "ttm·hum" us though
wotds until they can pro- you WE're agreeing with
nounee thl' sounds and rln·· sonwone. Then sav "umthms of a language. They hum one.>, um-hum hvo." If
learn tlw sounds by listen· the lt>vel oft he ..um-hum"
ing to conversation ampli- sounds do.st• to that of tht•
fied by a Suvag mat•hine. numbers. you're pl'obnbly
whieh filters language into using the eorreet pitch.
various ftequencies and
Speed talkers leave a
transmits the frl'qUenrics listener lagging fm· behind
that the hearing-impaired and givr the impression of
are most sensitive 1o. The being imp~·rsonaf. Darnoff
Suvag also aC'rentuates the suggests that you test your
r·hythms and intonations of IHl<'e by tending aloud for
the language so students one minute. A eount of 170
will become aeeustomcd to words per minute is about
the patterns.
the right speed.
Once students learn toreVoire-tone Ioeus or respeat the vibrations and as- onnnct• is elosely related to
sociate them with visual sit- the pitch level. Make a
uations, they ran learn to humming voiee with vour
speak. After they learn to lips closed. As the sound
speak, they ean concentrate eseapes through the nose
on grammar. vocabulary you should feel a constant
and reading.
' ' vibrating sound.

Parlez.:Vous With
Good Vibrations?

The fashion-model stance~
knees close together with
one ankle wrapped behind
the other-makes you ilP·
pear weak even if the audience can't see your legs. lt
suys, "I can't stand on my
own two feet."
Gesture if you want to.
Tensioncau-sedhiresu·ain-ing gestures travels up and
down your body and can
make you look and feel terrible, Just before you make
your speech. walk a Jew
steps on stage to get rid of
shaky knees.

An apology at the beginning of the speech and upward inflections at the ends
of sentences may tell the
audience"Idon'tknowwhat
r In doing." Sound authoritative; you were asked to
speak because your opinion
is valuable, Before you speak,
·try reatlingangrypoett·y-··
Carl Sandburg, for exam·
ple-¢tloud. Pull from your
soul the outrage that he expresses on the page. This
low.ers a squeaky voice and
makes you sound con vineing.

t---------------------....------------1

Hold That Accent
Eve!' felt hindered by
Brooklynese tones-,.{)r harassed for yom drawl and
y'all? For a ~ouple of thou·
sand dollars. Dr. Morton
Cooper, a West Los Angeles
speech pathologist can exterminate your accent. He
thinks accents are charming, however. and recommends therapy only when
an accent seriously affects
a person's life. The trauma
of losing your accent and
the resultant loss ofiden

Charles J. Stewart tests
his students at Purdue Uni·
versity bY letting them ask
him the questions. Stt>wart,
co-author of Interviewing;
Principles. and Practic(~S
(William C. Brown Co.. 1978,
$8.95), teaches m1 interviewing course primarily for
those who may need to use
interviewing techniques on
the job and in t11eir daily
lives:~

-

· ·· - -

The employer interview
is stressed because most of
the students hope to be employers. Stewart says. Computet' science majors want
to he technical managers.
and restaurant or retailing
majors want to knowhow to
hire the best staff. This skill
is also valuable to the student who wants to know
what an employer looks for
in an applicant.
The students learn to listen closely to implied as
well as spoken responses
and to use verbal and nonverbaltechniqucs that glean
information from an interviewee. For example. a
question like "Can you tell
me more about this?" is
good for gaining background,
while a question that asks
"w.ho" or .. what" may draw
out more details. (Fonnore
tips 011 job lntetviews. see
page 20).

Last-Minute
PANIC Relief
II

Calling Sounds to Circle Round

I
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Ma Bell's Bits
Make Beautiful
Music
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Between the soapbox
speech and the opera solo
lies a wide variety of ways
to play that subtle instru~
ment, the human voice.
Rusty McLean gave up a
career as a biologist to stand
in ftont o£80 to 800 people a
night and use his voice to
get them moving. The 24~
year-old graduate of Quinnipiac College in Connecticut is a professional squaredance caller whO practices
his att all ovetthe country.
He must use his voice, mem~
ory, and enthusiasmto keep
the intricate patterns of the
dance untangled

"You really have to know
your material before you
get up and do it," says McLean, "You practice until
your material becomes second nature." ·
McLean says that any type
of speaker can make· his
audience feel excitement by
changing the volume, tone,
or tempo of his voice. He
uses this technique to get
and keep his dancers' attention when the dance patterns become more complex.
''You put excitement and
enthusiasm in your voice so
the dancers can actually
feel it,'' McLean says.

could even make you lose
your voice in extreme cases.
Cooper says that many
accent problems come from
using the voice incorrectly.
People are not using their
natural voices, 11or are they
enunciating or breathing
properly, he says.
Most of Cooper's patients
are New Yorkers who end
up sounding like Californians, who "sound like they
came from nowhere." Cooper says, He adds thal farmers and Orientals are more
immune to accent problems
bec~mse they are not as likely to be concerned about
what their voices sound like.

ln order to relax before
going in front of an audience. speech expertHobert
Ambler recommends physical activity to burn offex·
cess nervous energy. Breatn·
ing deeply and slowly also
helps to calm you. Body
tension can be relieved by
bending at the hips and
dangling your head and arms
like a rag doll. Roll your

head around a few times

and move your shouldersup
and down to get rid of kinks
in your neck and back.

INSIDER
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YOu Must Remember This...
you leJt your keys by recalling what you did when
you walked through the door
the previous evening. In
other words, you give your
brain a cue that triggers the
memory connection.

Faster than a speeding
bullet. More mysterious than
a KGB agent. Able to improve like a weak forehand
in tennis, It files, retrieves,
and more. It's your memory, a tool you take for
granted and one that still
baffles scientists.
One theory most neuroscientistsand psychologists
accept is the concept of
short- and long-term memory. Short-term refers to
data retained for immediate
use (such as an unfamiliar
phone number, dialed once
and promptly forgotten); the
abHity to recall your Social·
Security number without
hesitation involves the use
of long-term memory.
Although the mystery of
memory has yet to be un~
raveled fully, one fact is
certain: Our informationretrieval systems can undoubtedly be improved with
practice. Most attempts to
maximize memory focus on
association-the ability to
Jinkanewly learned fact to
a tidbit already learned and
stored in the mind. For example, you remember where

- -Those~
Days Are Gone
It would be nice if total

recall could pull you through
that next exam. but your
days of photographic memOIY are probably b~hind
you. Researchers esttmate
that nearly a fourth of all
children under the age of 10
possess this ability to look
at something such as a
printed page and then read
it back as if looking at a
photo of it. Unfortunately,
photographic.· recall tends
to disappear by the end of
adolescence. As a kid it
probably didn't perfotm any
l)arUcular fUnction, nor did
it enhance your memory;
so, like an unused. muscle,
the technique went to flab.
Better hit the books early
instead.

Marathon

Memory

Jogging may actually
sharpen your mind while it
improves your body.
According to John Caci~
oppe of Notre Dame College

in Ohio, people think more
efficiently after their heart
rates have been accelerated
through exercise. Thismeans
that running or participat·
ing in other vigorous sports
can heighten yout mental
output.
cacioppe's studies indicate
that a slight increase .in the.
heart rate corresponds With
improved performance on
multiple-choicetests. Italso
enhances the ability to or·
ganize thoughts and arrange
evidence in oral arguments.

Every

Picture Tells
A Story
Why is it you can remem~
her all the words to a song
you learned in highschool ...
but can't remember the
chem lecture you heard
yesterday? It happens be~
cause visual capacity-the
ability to retain pictures and
patterns (including musical
and rhyming patterns)- is
far more efficient than verbal. memory capacity~ the
ability to recall words. According to memory trainer
Robert L. Montgomery, 85
percent o{ everything we
comprehend and remember
is learned through the eyes,
U percent is obtained through
the ears, .while only 3 or 4
percent of what we remem·
her comes from taste, touch,
or smell. If your chem prof
were to .put his lecture to

Super learning:
Relax and Go

For Baroque

music, deliver it in rhyme,
or .have you visualize for·
mulas as. pictures, chances
are you'd be a lot further
along todaY in chemistry.

Superlearning is a holistic
system based on research
into the functions of the right
and left sides of the brain.
Thistheory states that ifthe
left half of the brain (controlling logical, rational,
analytical thinking) and the
right half. of the brain (responsible for suchtbingsas intuition. creativity, imagination) were to perform in
harmony With the bodythen
a person would be capable
of increased performance.
A relaxed state and syn"
chronized rhythm are the
bas.ic factors in superlearn·
ing. According to this theory,
if the body is relaxed-heartbeat lowered from 70 to so
beats a minute to somewhere
closer to 60 beats a minutethen it would be possible to
whiz away at math or languages effortlessly and with·
out stress.
To induce such a relaxed
state and to keep the mind
alert and able to concentrate
requires music with a very
specific rhythm, capable of
providing a ''sonic massage"
that eli min ales the stress of
intensive mental work. So
far. studies have centered
around slow movements (60
beats a minute) .in 4/4 time
from Baroque concertos.
Rhythmic breathing is also
central to superlearning.
To learn more, check out
Su_perlearning by Sheila Ostrander and Lynn Schroeder
wilh Nancy Ostrander (Del"
a corte Press and Confucian
Press. 1979, $9.95).

And
If You Can't

RtWnemb-er

What You Had

For Lunch ...

Here's one more reason
to eal right: recent experiments by Dr. Richard J.
Wurtman. professor of neuro~endocrine regulation at
the Massachusetts Institute
· of Technology, indic.atethat
choline, a food substance
found in egg yolks, meat,
and fish, has a strong impacton the brain'sabilityto
produce an important neu·
rochemical called acetylcholine. whichirnproves the
memory.

Whats the Game of the Name?
Almost everyone can spot
a familiar face, although
we're often a little hard~
pressed to match a name
with it. Harry Lorayne,
memory expert of talk·show
fame and co-author of The
Memory Book (Stein & Day,
1974, $7.95), says thal "forgetting'' names is simply
not getting them; itmeaps
not really hearing thern in
the first place.
14

His particular system for
remembering peopleinvolves
three steps: catching the
name, studying the face,
then combining these two in
such a ridiculous fashion
that you're bound never to
forget them.
You're at a party. You
meet Ms. Doxsee. Once that
name is registered in your
mind, it's easy enough to
envision it as Ms. Dock-Sea.

Next, take this name sub·
stitute and concentrate on
Ms; Doxsee's face. Decide
which of her facial features
is most outstanding--pug
nose, narrow forehead, buck
teeth; dimples, anything
that will remind you of her.
First impressions are usually the longest-lasting .
You determine that her
most outstanding faciaUea·
ture is the glasses she wears.

•i
I

~lj

Look at those glasses .and
picture her standing on a
dock seeing through them;
or perhaps imagine her
standing on a dock gazing
through her glasses out to
sea. Whatever the associa·
tion, you must force yourseif to visualize it in your
mind. That way, the next
time you encounter Ms.
Doxsee, her face will tell
you her name.

Play it again~ Sam ...
Play that song, Sam, ya
know? Uh, what was it
Sam? Play it, Sam. v·ou.
know the one... Uh...
How did ifgo?
Uh... . .

·•'

familiarity Breeds
Good Grades

How you perform on an
exam may depend on Where
you're tested. According to
psychologist Steven Smith
of Texas A&M University,
students can recall material more easily if they are
tested in the room in which
it was originally learned or
if they visualize that room
before taking the exam.
After assembling five
groups of 10 studentseach
ina basement lounge, Smith
read aloud a list of 90 onesyllable words and. asked
stUdents to remember as
many as .possible. The following day students returned
for a recall exam. One group
was retested in the lounge,
and the other four look the
exam in unfamiliar fifthfloor surroundings. The first
ofthe four upstairs groups
received 110 sl)t!ciallnstructions, while another was told
to visualize a room at home
for three minutes prior .to
the exam. A third group

was told to think about the
lounge for three cm1nutes,
and the last group received
similar instructions and was
shown .slides of the lounge
as well.
Results indicated that stu·
dents told to visualize the
lounge or shown slides of it
did as well, if not better,
than those retested in the
lounge, while students giv·
en no particular instructions
or told to imagine a room at
home did considerably worse.
Although Smith's findings
remain tentative, they suggest that environment serves
as a memory cue. If we're
able to remember the environment, we'll be able to
"trigger off" what we've
learned there.
Environmental cues seem
to affectn1emory most strong·
Jy on essay exams; which
requite the retrieval of information; the technique is
virtually useless in multiple·
choice or·true-false exams,
which require recognition,
not retrieval, to get correct
answers .

Next time opportunity presents you with the chance to
speak. without notes, take
this hint from the ancient
. Greekpoet Simonedes. While
attending a banquet one after·
noon with a large number of
guests, he was temporarily
called away. During his absence a natural disaster oc·
curred, crushing aU the celebrants beneath rock and
rubble.Theirrelatives were
grieved when, after the re~
moval of the wreckage, it
was impossible to tell who
was Who. Simonedes solved
the identity crises simply
by remembering where each
guest had sat around the
banquet table. He was so
impressed with his memory
that he founded the art of
mnemonic (ne-mon'.ic) techniques; his specific technique
is known as the method of
loci (places).
Simonedes' technique is a
breeze to use. Just plot a
route in your mind, and then
arrange each idea in your
speech along this route in
tlie order you plan on pre~
senting it. Suppose, Jor example, your speech is to be
on some aspect of modem
communication. Picture
yourself walking to schooL
On thewayyou passa arug~
store and a park. Outside
the drugstore stands a telephone booth, reminding you
that the first point in your
speech concerns high phone
rates. As you pass the park.
you notice (in your mind's
eye) a newspaper blown
against a tree, which brings
upthe news media's role in
the increasing price of phone
service. Finally you visual·
ize a bee sitting on one leaf
of the tree. This calls to
mind the conclusion--:your
belief (bee-leaf.......puns are
often used in mnemonics to
facilitate abstract ideas)
that something must be
done about the high tete·
phone rates;
With this method, you can
rememberas many as 60 or
70 ideas..__ir you don't mind
a littered landscape, that is.
INSIDER
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Write It
Ri\lht!
Can't think.
Brain numb.
Inspiration Just
Won't Come.
Hit bv a case ofwriter's

block not even caffeine can
cure. Quit cursing your creative inabilities (even Kafka
had his bad days) and blame
it on your biorhythms instead.
The theory of biorhythms
is a mathematically based
(and still hotly debated)
concept that links our inner
physical. emotional. and !ntellcctual pulses to ourdmly
highs and lows. The physi~al
cvcle-the shortest, lastmg
23 days-correlates wellbeing and fatigue. while the
28•day emotional cycle i~
fluences our moods, sensitivity, and-most hnpo rtant
to writers-creativity. The
33·day intellectual cycle ~or~
responds to mental acmty.
memory, and decision-making. Graphing these three
pulses on a monthly chart
brings to light the ups and
downs in each area and may
enable a writer to understand better wby last week
he wrote like Faulkner (all
inner pulses high) , and today he can'tget a wordout
on paper (all inner pulses
low). To Jearn how to chart
your own biorhythms, check
out. George. S. Thommen's
book, Is This Your Day?
(Crown Publishers. New York, ,
N.Y .• 1973, $2.25).

All ThrougbtheNight

Naturally, you should start
term papers early and allow
plenty of lime for research
and revision. But let's talk
about reality.
There are. ways to make
Uu~ inevitable all-night, last·
minute term paper less pain·
rut. Some well-tested tips:
16

• When you are researching, use a red pen for important notes or direct quotes
and a blue pen for background material.
• Also, note cards contain·
ing quotes or major points
can be pasted into the rough
draft to eliminate rewriting
them. As aquick organizing
tactic, number your note
cards to match the numbered topics 011 youroutline.
• Take breaks to reward
yourself for completing portions of the paper. You could
try standing on your head
every hour or so-it makes
the blood rush to your brain
and wakes you up.
• Finally, read the paper
backward: this makes iteas•
ier to detect spelling errors
and typos.

Resumes With Relish
Even if your last three
jobs were in the .fast-food
industry. you can look good
on a resume. The key to
writing an effective resume,
say career experts, is to
keep it brief and make It
beautiful. A resume should
be crisp, attractive, and
totally error-free, The Idea
is to give the prospective
employer a clear, a ppeaiing picture of who you are,
whatyou'vedone, and what
you have to offer as an em·
flloyee. There'sno one "right"
way to do it. But this basic
formula seems to work best

EsSAYS MADE E~
The How ToGo to College
Book by Michael J. Gross
(Passage Publishing Company, Seattle, 1978, $4.50)
of[ers useful suggestions for
coping with a blue book.
The guiding principle in taking an essay test. says Gross,
is. to note how much credit
the prof has assigned to each
question. This gives you
some idea of the depth and
length required for your answer.
_The nextstop is to plan

your answer quickly and efficiently. On a scratch pad
or on the back page of your
blue book, jot down the im·
portant points you want to
make and quickly number
them in logical order so that
each point smoothly follows
the one before it.
Finally, neatness DOES
count. Bring at least two
pens In good working order,
and block print if your handwriting is less than acceptable.

Writing letters can help
you develop your creativity
and overcome wliter'sblock,
says Professor Robert Pack,
director of the Bread Loaf
Writer's Conference, held
each summer at Middlebury
College in Vermont.
Good personal letters are
honest, detailed, humorous,
and reveal the human es·
sence of the writer, says
Pack. Though letter writers
ramble. they tend to follow
a style that is pleasant to
read.

'fhe relaxed form that letter writing usually follows
allows the. writer to pursue
a single thought; this improves his writing by helping him master the tech·
nique of using narration.
people, and scenes to tell a
story in simple. language,
Pack says.
"Letters are an excellent
exercise in expression," he
adds, ''because the writer
always thinks of the reader.
That is the No. 1 rule of
writing.''

for those who are high on
aspirations and low on job
experience:
At the top of the page, list
your name, address, phone
number, and a message number if necessary. Several
lines below that, under the
heading "Experience," list
previous Work experience,
starting with your most re~
cent job and working back·
ward. Use action verbs to
describe your. responsibilities for each job and emphasize tasks ill Whichyoumanaged or organized something.
(For instance: Fall . t980present: counter clerk, Rexall Drugs, St. Louis. Handled

cash register. filled in for
night manager, improved
inventory system.)
Next, list extracurricular
activities and awards under
the heading "Activities.''
Below that, under the heading "Education,,. list Y.our
expected date of graduatton,
major, minor (if it's relevant), grade average (if it's
good), and. schooL Skip sev~
erallines and type in "Ref·
erences available on request.' •
More hints: leave a lot of
white space between entries,
underline each heading, use
a fresh typewriter ribbon,.
and have a friend proofread
your work.

Better Living
Through
Microchips

~~

.

Someday soon those long
nights at the typewriter may
give way to short stints at
the computer. The new generation of home computers
can actually help you write
term papers. Words and
par.agt·aphs can be ananged
und rea!'ranged on a video
screen, while a touch of the
keys can bring forth frequently used words. Push a
button and the computer
prints your paper. including
correct footnotes, margins.
and bibliography. That'll
leave plenty of time for research, right? Right.
r-~~--------t

Insider's Guide to
Punctuation

Poor punctuation can clog
up the most profound prose.
Some key points to remember:
Semicolons allow you to
join two, three, or even more
t"clated sentences to form a
single complex thought. If
you can replaec yam· semicolon wilh a period, your
constt·uction is okay. but if
you cun't. usc a comma
instead.
OU1mtas separat(' sentence
elements that might otherwise he confused or misundel'stood. They are also used
to indicate slight pauses.
but it should be emphasized
- that rommas are mosr NfeC'tive when they're used
spm·ingly. Prop~rly used
corn mas provide clarity; im·
properly UsQd commas etcate clutter.

Parentheses lf.lt you in- with one other person. Think
~
ject a piece of incidental up a word and place on
information that you don't paper as many dashes as
want to emphasize strongly. the word has letters. Your
Use parentheses sparingly opponent guesses a letter. If
because they quickly be- the hidden word contains
come an eyesore, and no that letter, place H in the
reader wants to feel that appropriate dash.lfnot,behe 's being whispered to. Al· gin to construct the gallows.
How To
so. keep your insertions He gets 15 guesses.
Complain
brief.
4. Spelling Bee. This grade
By Mail
Quotation marks are to be school favorite is a good
used very sparingly, Use way to pick up new words
If that dripping faucet is
them to set off words or and implant them in your driving you to drink and the
phrases when quoting direct- brain. Two teams line up on landlord hasn't surfaced
Jy from a source or when opposite sides. An umpire lately, don't despair. Com·
referring to ideas in a spe- calls out the word, and the mit your rage to paper with
cinl sense~for example, in first player spells it. If he's a pitch designed to get rea humorous or technical wrong,hesitsdown;if_some- . suits. According to Lassor
way. When you simply want one on the opposite team Blumenthal, author of The
to place additional empha· challenges the spelling and Art of Letter Writing (Gros·
sis on something, or when a is incorrect, he sits down. set & Dunlap, 1976, $2.50),
number or words are being Last one standing wins.
your best strategy is to show
cited. underline the words r----~~~------1 the lagging landlord that
instead.
·
solving your problem would
Iowa's Workshop: be to his advantage.

Games To Learn
Words By

1. Scrabble. Start with sev-

en letter tiles. After each
play. pick up enough letters
to have seven again. The
limited selection of consonants and vowels will force
sou to make friends wit11
the dictionat•y.
2. Ghost . Ghost is a form
of verbal Scrabble; no equipment is needed. The first
player says a letter. the
next adds another letter to
it. and so on. The purpose is
to figure out a word in advance with four letters or
tnore, trying not to com·
plel(l Spelling· of th!r WOI'd.
The first to spell a complete
word is ''dead." Caught
"dead" tlnee times in a row
and you're out of the game.
3. Hangman. Play this

Nurturing New Talent L----=---.-J-L.---1

The University ·Of Iowa's
Writer'sWorksbop exposes
promising new novelists and
poets to the collective savvy
of successful authors. many
of whom have been Workshop students themselves.
Big-name wtiters who have
taught semester classes or
intensive three-day "visiting'' sessions include Nelson Algren. Philip Roth,
Galway Kinnell. and John
Cheever; alumni of the pro·
gram include such favorites
as Flannery O'Connor and
John Irving. Instmctors insist thatwr.iting can't really
beta ught--'but talent can be
developed. Fur more information on the Writer's Workshop, write the Graduate
Pmgt·am in Creative Writing, 436 EPB, Universityof
Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa 52242.

Dear l~r· Gra.nt•

t ThursdaY. your
la~ame to mY apartm<lintenane1.e lll~ea.Jd.ng
faucet. ;wo
ment 'to f x 8 ·
. tP leak aga ...n•
days later l : \be~!icn the 111aintenI have tried
no suceees• The
anee man 'but VI n s.s running up
constant drippi g Further. '! am
!(oUr water bl.l}{• . y overfl.ow snd
a.rraid the sin mama e to your
cau~e extensiv~rd: y~ll to have the
f'loor. May l
gol!\e a!! soon as
maintenance man e
possible•

On JanuarY ) •

ith

sincerelY,
John Doe

Fot· a consumer problem.
your letter should be brief
and to the point. but it should
also supply as much relevant information as possi-

ble.

beat' Sirs,

The Cover Letter Pitch: Fast and Inside

Most employers read doz- of the secretaries.)
In your dosing paragraph.
ens-sometimes hundredsThe opening line should indicate when you will be
of resumes each year. So explain who you are and free to start work, as wen as
even if your resume is splen~ suggest that you know some· where and when you can be
did. you still need a well- thing about the organization's reached for an interview.
crafted cover letter to dtnw needs. Follow this lip by Close with a line such as "I
attention to your skills and explaining how you can help look forward to hearing from
make an mnployct· want to meet these r:eeds. then high- you."
read more.
light relevant experience and
Each cover Iettel' should skills that appem· on your
be brief, individually typed. resume. Let
and addressed lo a particn- the employer
lar person in the organiza- know what
tion who might have the kind of job
power to hire you. (This is you're after,
usually adepaltment head. If too.
you don't know lhe name,
call and discreetly ask one

1 ·.vou.ld . like to
C?Jl or Peas th t rrport that a
nJ.ght conta1ne3 'th Opened last
stone. r am .· .·. · . e enclosed

the can•s 1

also including

i~i rdsed r:n~r:hich includes

.. s was PUt"ch . . .· attd . nUmbers.
VJ.lle Chain St~secJ • .from Centerre 1 1'1 ~enter~t.ill

~ineerety,

1••ary Srni th

The key is to give full
information butto be polite.
Don'tthreatenthe company
or landlord if you want a
response. It's also best to
call the company or rental
of£ice to get the name or a
specific person to whom
you can write.

INSIDER
INSIDER
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Great Books for Writers
l. Modern Technical Writ~
ing offers a comprehensive
guide to preparing reports,
proposals, business correspondence, and technical
charts. (By Theodore A.
Sherman and SimonS. John·
son, Prentice-Hall. 1975,
$13.95. )
2. On Writing Well: An
Informal Guide to Wr\ting
Nonfiction takes aim atclutter, jargon, and disorganized prose. The book covers
techniques for writing interviews, criticism, humor, and
more. (By William Zinssner,
Harper & Row, Second Revised .Edition, 1980, $8.95.)
3. For examples of study

I

L

questions and writing assign"
ments, try The Unity of English: Five Basic F QCal Points,
which gets to the root of
many basic writing problems. Also included is a glossary of literary terms. (Ed·
ited bv Carroll D. Laverty,
Harrison Hierth, and Harry
Knoiter, Harper & How,
1971, $8.95.)
4. Tlw Elenwnts of Style

is probably pr·escribed on
college (;ampuses more frequently than aspit·in. If you
donll have it. get iL It's still
the best. <By William Sti'llnk
Jr. and E. B. White, Macmillan, Third Edition, 1978.
$1.95).
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They'll Get You
Every Time

Most writers will agree
that it's not complex words
but rather the short. tricky
termsthat trip them up time
after time, In his book Writing With Style: Conversa•
tions on the Art. of Writing
(Prentice-Hall, 1975, $4.95)
University of Texas professor John R. Trimble lists
some rrequently misused
words;
Between/among. When speak·
ing of just two people or
things, use between; for
three or more, use among.
lrregardless. You actually
mean regardless. Irregard·
less deserves to be a nonword, according to Trimble,
because the suffix -less makes
the prefix ir· redundant
Its/it's. It's is the contrac·
tion of it is, whereas its is
the possessive form of it.
Disin tetested/uninterested.
18
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lfyou are-dfsinteres(ed, YoU
are unbiased or impartial.
If you are uninterested, you
are not interested.
Whether. Use it alone. Don't
tack on the redundant term
or not as itt the sentence
"He doesn't know whether.
to go or not." The or not is
necessary only when you
mean to convey the idea of
''regardless of whether."

Below are 20 of the most
frequently miSspelled wordsand 20 ways that people most
frequently misspell them.
Circle the correct spelling
for each word; the answers
are printed upside down at
the bottom of this page.
lf YOU get less than 10. of
the words right, spend the
weekend with Webster's. If
you score a perfect20, you're
7 Writ.ersonWriting either destined for great
timtyou'rechipping -things or you know- how to
off the old writer's block, read upside down.
ponder these words from
the pros. Your mother was
1, (a) accommodate
right-nothing comes easy
.(b) accomodate
but debt and dirty laundry.
2. (a) achieve
John Kenneth Galbraith:
{b) acheive
Those who are deeply in·
3. (a) arguement
spired should write wh~n
(b) argument
they have moments of m·
4.
(a) connoiseur
spiration. The rest of us
(b) connoisseur
must start every morning
5, (a) conscience
at 9 a.m. and write until we
(b) concience
get tired.
Joseph Heller: l spent two
6. (a) definately
or three hours a night on
(b) definitely
Catch-22 for eight years. I
7. (a) dependant
gave up once and started
(b) dependent
watching television with my
8.
(a)
development
wife. Television drove me
(b)
developemenl
back to Catch-22. I couldn't
9.
(a)
dilettante
imagine what Americans did
(b) dilletante
at night when they weren't
10. (a) embarrass
writingnovels.
(b) embarass
Frank Herbert: I don't worry about inspiration or any- 11. (a) existence
thing like that. It's a matter
{b) existance
of just sitting down and 12. (a} fiarrass
working ..
(b) harass
James Miebener: I type
13.
(a)
inadvertant
everything with two fingers,
(b)
inadvertent
and the second draft is pretty
14.
(a}
indispensible
difficult for me. About the
(b) indispensable
best I can dois 2,000, maybe
3,000 words a day, If it's a 15, (a) insistent
200,000-word book, l take
(b) insistant
about 100 days, three months, 16. {a) nickle
four months.
(b) nickel
Irving Stone: The time is 17. {a) occassion
now for any young writer to
(b) occasion
begin-eight o'clock tomor18.
(a)
occurrence
row morning, and never,
(b)
occurence
never stop until they bury
19. (a) perseverencc
you.
(b) perseverance
John Updike: I write every
weekday morni~g.... For ev- 20. (a) prerogative
ery novel, however,. that l
(b) perogative
have published~ there has 1---~-------~~----...,
been one unfinished or
scrapped.
t? '0(; t? 'Sl t? 'OT \1 'S
KurtVonnegut: I am workq '61 q ·tt e '6 q 't
ingsevendaysaweek.Sorne
e 'Ill q ·ct e ·g q ·c
days I hit. Other days I only
q 'Ll q 'Zl q 'L e ·z
q '91 u ·n q ·g e· ·t
waste time. Most days are
like th~t, just throwing stuff
:su:!IMSNV
away.

Next

Group

Dynamics
The

Art of Meeting
Management
Someone once said that a
committee is a creature with
many mouths and no brain.
Agroup leader's biggest task
is to channel the energies of
strong, outspoken group
members, says Kevin Daley,
president ofthe New Yorkbased speech and communi~
cations finn, Communispond.
According to Daley, dominant people have the hardest time working in groups.
''Many times they'll override group decisions and
cause conflicts," be notes.
He believes that the group
leader can forestall such
conflicts by writing down
the comments and contributions o( each individual,
thus "immortalizing" their
ideas.
To get uninterested or
timid group members involved, Daley suggests giving each person a specific
assignment to have ready
for the meeting. "This way
they'll feel like part of the
group and be ready to contribute," he says. Uanyone
comes unprepared, he adds,
the meeting should be adjourned immediately in order to give everyone time to
complete the. assignments.
This allows the oHender to
save face and also puts tremendous pressure on him to
do.his work.

What
Becomes a
Leader Most?
There alwaysseems to be
one person ill every group
whose authority over others
is established within minutes. It could be that he has
natural leadership qualities*
or it could be that he's prac·
tieing subtle techniques of
nonverbal communicati()n.
Height dominance is one

way to assume control of a
meeting, according to Ken
Cooper, author of Nonverbal
Communication for Busi•
ness Success (American
Management Association,
1979, $12.95). A person who
sits in a -higher chair or

perches on a desktop will
appear to have more authority. Standing with hands
on the hips or behind the
back is another self-assured
gesture that establishes dominance. When sitting, try
leaning back in your chairit's a sign ofsuperiority and
forces others to lean toward
you.
Possibly more important
than establishing dominance
is detecting when someone
is trying to control you. Some
fairly reliable signs can
come from the other per:.
son's facial expressions, says
Gerard I. Nierenberg, coauthor of How To Read a
Person Like a Book (Cornerstone, 1972, $2.95) ~ As a
pers()n grows in confidence,
he'll start to blink less. He'll
also have more frequent eye
contact and will tend to avoid
gestures like covering the
mouth or scratching the nose
and head.
The hands can also serve
as a not-so-subtle sign of
supposed superiority, ac~
cording to Nierenberg. When
someone joins his fingertips
to make what looks like a .
church steeple, he is sometimes telling the listener
that he feels very smug
abouthispOsition. However,
an experienced user of nonverbal techniques will sometimes use the steepling tech·
nique as a defense when,
ever he feels caught . in a
weak bargaining position.

-Irs You.and Me_Againstthe._Woods
Lessons in group cooper•
ation are learned early at
Outward Bound schools, for
cQOperation is a must for survi val in the wilderness.
Through trial and errorand
many frustrated attempts,
students Jearn to share information and teach each
other practical skills. Pic·
ture these common scenes:
• The only obstacle separating nine very hungry Outward Bound students from
their lunches is a 10-foot
wall. If they can help one
anotheroverthewall, they'll
gain much more than full
stomachs.
• One false move on that

Elevator Etiquette

The close, windowless quar.
ters of an elevator create
instant groups that are governed _by" tacitly acce!Jted
rules of behavior,. says Phoenix psychologist Layne Longfellow, who has compiled a
list of common elevator
customs.
If you could read the handwriting on the elevatorwall,
according to Longfellow, it

overpacked Avon raft and
the entire crew will be
dumped into Maine's icy
McCongus Bay. Yet the task
before them ·is to switch
positions in the raft by stepping over a rope tied between
two docks. And capsizing is
out of the question.
• The crew must remain
silent and anchor the boat in
less than 15 minutes. Fortyfive minutes later, one memher still struggles to complete the task while everyone else patiently looks on.
For more information,
write Outward Bound, National Office, 384 Field Point
Rd., Greenwich, Conn. 06830.
might look something like
this:
• Face forward.
• Fold hands in front.
• Don't make eye contact.
-. Watch the numbers.
• Don't talk to anyone you
don't know.
• Stop talking with anyone
you do know when anyone
you don't know enters the
elevator.
• Avoid brushing bodies.

The instant group formed by elevator occupants subscribes to
unwritten but Influential rules. of privacy.
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One On One
C L 0 S E E N C0 U NT E R S
OF THE FIRST KTND

"When a man meets awom·
an at a fraternity party or
some social setting he really
underestimates the negative
---impact he can make with a
line likethat," says Kleinke,
author of First Impressions:
'fhe Psychology of Encountering Others (Prentice-Hall,
1975, $2.95). A line that would
have worked a little better,
Kleinke says, is one that
incorporates a little modesty, like "I'm a little embarrassed about coming up
to you, but I've really been
wanting to talk to you."
When meeting new people
in a dorm or classroom sit've got an offer uation, be .careful not to be
too open, advises Kleinke.
you can't re~ Saying
little about yourself
fuse." Barbara, denotesainterest
in the other
who had been stand~ person, but going overboard
ing alone at the dorm can be a real turnoff.
First impressions carry
party, rolls her eyes even
bigger stakes in a joband wonders why she interview
setting~ Kleinke's
always seems to at~ research has shown that
expected signals such
tract the jerks. But while
as
eye
clothing, and
Joe, . who said the a firm contact,.
handshake can make
line sincerely enough~ a positive statement, subthinks he has really tleties like excessive use of
can have a negaimpressed his new- familiarity
tive impact. Using the first
found female com~ name of an interviewer may
panion.
be seen as being too intimate
At this point, it's going to too .fast, says Kleinke. The
take a real effort on Joe•s best idea is to act a little
part to convince her that humble before an interview·
he's a nice gtty. It's all a er, letting him take the lib·
matter o£ first impressions, erty of using first names or
and researcher Chris Kleinke lighting up acigarettewiththinks they can mean a lot outassuming that such pdvi·
more than people think. leges also extend to you.
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Car? What Car?

And You Thought YOU Had Problems
Before you walk .in to a bility to start work within a
jobintarview, consider how reasonable amount of time,
the other half thinks. Robert unrealistic salary expectaGenua, author of The Em, tions.
ployer's Guide to Interview''Explore apparentinconing (Prentice-Hall, 1979, sistencies that occur between
$5.95), gives employers these prior informatiqn and that
hints for evaluating an ap· obtained in the current interplicant
view. If one thing is written
"Always watch .for '.knock- on theapplication and then
out' items on employment something else is told to you
applications that should auto- during the interview, you
maticallY eliminate a can- should find out the reason
didate. These includelack _ why.
. .
. .. _
-experience-,- job-related - "Watch-for sighs that the
health problems, unavaila- applicant may· be overly
tense. Does he or she fidget
and squirm, tap fingers,
swing feet, blush easily,
frown a lot, squint, or in
general shoW outward signs
of excessive inner agitation?
"Note how well an applicant can explain something.
For example, if the applicant mentions something
you know nothing about, ask
him or her to tell you about
it. Be genuinely interested
and watch whether words
are used well in explaining
clearly and precisely what
be or she is talking about."

_. of

The ''Most Creative Excuse for Speeding Contest,''
held recently by thE! Georgia
Fraternal Order of Police,
revealed some outstanding
examples of grace under
pressure. Among the entries:
• "I knoWI'm speeding, but
I'm thinking aboutbuying
this car and I want to see if
it holds together before I
close .the deal.''
• A man said he had just
left the hospital emergency
room after receiving a shot
that would knock him outand the emergency-room
staff advised him to ''get
home very fast.''
• "Officer, I've been drink·
ing and I figured l would get
caught quicker if I drove
slower."
• From an elderly woman:
•'This car is so old and ornery
it Won't listen to .anyone. I
have absolutely no control
over where it goes or what it
does. Don't blame me because it's speeding....
• ''As I approached the
driver's window, the man
flipped open his wallet and
spoke into it saying, 'Kirk
to Enterprise... Kirk to En·
terprise ... Beam me out of
here. fast!'''

ADVICE ON ADVISERS
A little advance preparation can spell the difference
between a .productive or dis·
couragingsessionwith your
academic adviser.
Plan your questions beforehand and·check fotthe
answers In the school bulletin, suggests Marjorie
Ewing Aghassi, author of
Getting Good Grades: How
To Succeed In College (Pren·
tice-Hall, 1980, $3.95}. This
saves time and relieves expectations that the adviser
will be the fount of all
knowledge.
You should always be on

time for the appointment.
During the busiest advising
periods, sessions are usually
scheduled back4o-:back, so
you should make the most of
your time and your advis·
er's time.
Finally, be sure that the
adviser is someone with
whom you have good rapport, Aghassi says. "If you
feel you can't talk to your
adviser about the problems
that affect your academic
work--and a lot of different
kinds o{ problems can--then
l think you really oughtto
look for another adviser."

Get MadIt's Good For You
Thenexttimeyou'remad
at your parents, let yourself
get angry-and show it, says
David Johnson, author of
Reaching Out (Prentice-Hall,
1980, $14.95). ''Most of us
have been taught that anger
shows a lack of love or de·
notes rejection. That isn't
true. Most of our relationships would be stronger if we
couldjustargueeffectively.''
When arguing with parents, try focusing on a particular subject rather than

bringing up past grievances,
Johnson suggests. Also, try
to paraphrase your parents'
arguments after each major point to let them know
you· understand their viewpoint. "lf they say they're
scared to letyou borrow the
car, then you should say
after them, 'Do you mean
you're concerned I'll be in a
wreck?'"
Dating relationships pose
additional barriers to effec-.
tive arguing, "Couples always feel that fighting wiU
threaten the stability of their
relationship," says Johnson.
Couples should learn that·a~
single issue can be discussed
without having .to focus on
the entire relationship.
Don't limit your anger to
those you know well, cautions Johnson. "If someone
borrows your notes from a
class and then returns them
way after deadline, you
should. let them know of
your anger even j( you're
not planning to see him
again." You're not getting
angry to reprimand him but
to avoid holding anger inside yourself, he adds.

HowTo Get On •••

To some people, the act of
using the telephone to get
information or to solve a
problem is a terri[ying tangle of wires and switchboards connected by the void
of being put on hold, which
eventually leads to being
The College-to- tongue-tied when someone
finally answers. (Whew!)
Career Connection From
Ma Bell and other
Almost all of the business experts comes this inside
manuals on the market to- line on tackling telephone
day advise graduates to find trauma:
mentors when landing that • First, thinkofthecallasa
-first big job. What many short speech. Ask yourseU
people don't realize, how- what the most important
ever. is that the cultivation thing is that you want to say
o{ a mentor may best be or know. Prepare questions
done while still in college, before dialing so everything
according to Dr. Adele in ,your conversation leads
Scheele. author of Skills for to that conclusion. Be preSuccess (WiJliarn Morrow, pared to leave a message.
Take notes during the con1979, $9.95).
The successful student, versation so you can ask
says Scheele, realizes that · any questions that pop into
the influence of an academic your mind and so you can
mentor is not limited to remember the information
academia, Hence, a favorite you asked for.
English teacher in college • Next, treat the call as a
or the adviser who offers face-to-face confrontation.
guidance on future career Leave a good first and last
moves may turn. out to be impression by being courthe connection that lands teous and pleasant. On the
you a job with a big publish~ phone, people have a tendency to copy thetone of the
ing house.
Don'tlimit yourself to ac~ other person, so it helps to
adernic mentors, however. b. efriendly. Offer acheer.ful,
greeting, iden·
.
The people you meet during wide-awake
internships or summer jobs tify yourself, and try to use
can help you stayuptodate the other person's name.
on what's happening in your Check to see if you have
field and help make your called atagood time. Listen
entry into the job market carefully; and don't hold
another conversation with
easier. Keep in touch.

someone else near the phone.
• Avoid breaking your
thoughts with a string of
pauses, which may confuse
the listener.. Pause only once
before uttering a sentence.
• More telephone tactics:
Speak directly into the telephone transmitter, and pronounce your words clearly
and carefully. Use simple
language .and avoid technical terms and slang. Talkat
a moderate rate and volume, but vary the tone or
your voice to add emphasis
and vitality to what you say.

.•. And How
To Get Off

Say you really like Sally
and usually welcome her
phone cails, but this one has
extended over an hour and
you still haven't thought of
a graceful way to hang up.
Here are several effective
and inoffensive ways to end
a conversation:
"I know you're busy so I'll
letyou go.''
''Let me just say before we
hang up ... "
"Listen, I'm going to have
tolet you go."
"Can I call you back? l'm
expecting a call.''
"Just let me make one last
comment and then 1 really
will let you go . "
"I've got to be in a class in
two minutes.. .''
''Can we continue this con·
versation sometime later?
Maybe lunch .... "
INSIOER
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